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Agriculture, Energy and Society

I.ntroduction

This,unit contains a mixture of lessons whose.
major purpose is to causethe student td realize
that food production involves much more in the
way of energy input than the energy from the
sun. The mass production system that dominates
agriculture in this country, in fact, can be
thought of as one which converts fossil fuel
energy into food energy. And it dos this at
a low efficiency - -no better than 10 to 15 per-
cent.

'This instructional unit is not intended to be
critical of the food, 'production system in this
or any other country. It focuses only on the
energy component of food poduction and there
are many other components which need to be con-
sidered if comparisons are to be made. To em-
phasize these energy considerations,and to make
the lessons interesting to students- we have pro-
duced lesson's which contrast food production -sys-
tems in'various cultures and also lessons which
look at different systems and'techniques in use
in this country. We also have a lesson deaking,
with the use of wild folds.

-Ne.hope teachers, and students who use-this unit
will find tnese contrasts enlightening atld will
follow our le-ad in treating them 'objectively.

,We do,.pot ihtendthat any'of the lessons be used'
to argue.for or'4gainst any agricultilral.practice.
We do hope°, of course, that those who. work with
these units will come away with a, better under-
standing of the relationghip between food' nd
energy.

A



Teacher's Manual

Lesson Contents Target Audience

2

3

DoWn on the Farm
Students assess their
awareness of modern

1 energy-intensive agri-
culture. ,

Social Studies,
Science, Career
Development,

! .

Job Outlook in'FoocC U.S. History,
. Production Students .Economics, Career

choose a topic related ' Development ,

to jobs'in agriFulture
for a detailed report.

;..
°

The Energy Requirements
for Growing Different
Foods Are some crops
more efficient?

.
Stu-

.dents find out.

4 Energy Efficiency in
Corn .production Stu-
dents discover the
economic bfinciple of

* diminishing,returns by
looking at corn produc7
tion over'sfour decades.

5

64

.,r 0

More and More May Be
Less and Less: The Law
of Diminishing Returns
Students apply the laW*
of diminishing returns
in a simulatidn and, in
the, use Of fertilizer

SoCial, Studies,
Science, Home'
Economics, Art

Mad, Sci,ence
Social Studies

Social4Studies,
Economics, U.S.
History, COntem-
porary Issues

Comparing the lbw of Social Studies,
Energy in Two gricul- Scfence,,Cutturals
tural Societies Energy Geography
flow in two agricultural
systems is traced and
compared.

7
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Lesson

7

8

Contents

Organic Farming?
Both conventional and
organic farms are ex-
amined from several
points of view: energy,
economics, and environment.

Put the Horse Back in
Horsepower? The Man. Back
in Manpower? Students
amine the energy implica-
tions of the increasing
substitution of chemicals
and machines for animal
products and human power.

9 Modern-Crop Drying:
Direct, Efficient Use of
Energy Direct use of en-
ergy in agriculture is
illustrated for students
by the process.of crop

*.,drying.

,10 Herbicides: An Indirect Social Studies,
Use of.Energy Indirect Science
use of energy, in agricul-
ture is shown in this lesson
on herbicides.

Target Audience

Social Studies,
Science

U.S. History (20t
Century Studies),
Economics., Govern
ment

-Social Studies,
Science

11

sr c

Eating Wild Foods: Is It Social Studies,
a Reasonable Energy Alter- Science, English,
native? Students identify, Home Economics
gather,and eat wild foods1/4
They compare energy costs
of foods 'from domestic and
'wild sources.

,
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1. Down on the Farm

Overview The purpose of this lesson is to help you assess
yours-tudents' awareness. of the enormous amouhts
of energy used by our modern methods of food
production and procepsing. At the en'i of the
self-assessment you may wish to give students the
Background Notes. These data will serve as a
self-check on individual responses on-the Inventory.

Target Audience

Objectives

Materials'

Time Allotment

Teaching
Strategies

a

Social Studies, Science, Career DevelopMent.

Students should be able to:
1. Give their own assessment of the U.S.

food and energy tituation.
2. Evaluate their assessment with factual

data.
4

Class sets of thelAgriculture Inventory apd Ac -EN
Puzzle
Clss set o£ Background Notes

(Both can be found at the end of this packet
in the section called Student Guide.)

One-class.period.

Begin this lesson by asking, "WhatAiousld yOu say
if I told you that it takes the energy equi-
valent of a half-glass of diesel, oil to.make
one glass of milk?" Startle students further
by adding, "Did you know that it takes-the
energy equivalent of two pounds of coal to
produce one pound of *bad?" ."Did you know
that it takes the energy equivalent of three
pounds of coal-to make one pound-of ground beef?"

Follow this brief' introduction by havingistUdents
respond to the Inventory, On modern, agriculture.`
Allow sufficient time to divu s-each statement
and to tabulate the resules'to generate moreolaSs
-Interest. Ask: "What factor influen_ced-YOur answer ?'

.ice n 5
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Ask. some students to trace the ehergy in a glass
of milk (or orange juice) back to its origin in
the sun. Have them include processing steps in
their tracing. FQr example: cutting, washing,
cooking (if necessary), freezing, drying; and
packaging. Include the transportation steps:
from the farm, tp the processing plant, tostorage<
arid refrigeration in some cases, to the markets,'
a.dfinally to the store and home table.

j

Have students report back-to the class whenever
their micro tracing is completed. The rest of
the class shbuld turn their attention toward
reading the Background Notes compaAns this new
information to thir responses on the -Self-Inven-
tory.

-.- Special .

Note Have your students mark the Inventory again
at the end of the entire unit. Re-issue their
original ones and have students compare their
responses with their end -of -unit ones.

. .
Providing for Your students may enjoy'doing the AG-EN Puzzle

Individual and Finding the. Mystery Word.".=a
Differences .

L>,
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3. AG-ENERGY WORD SEARCH

A A a ViiirM
1

F0
MI 1
i71Beiraiiii1

a Rig C a

reran
11111N

1111111313111D 01111111111
0111 D

IMINIERIc
NMI u

m

I

141151§17721111111
El T 0 IBUT-1715

ANET7-11 N MI
111Efillrliiiirrie
Sifiinr-011
Answers to Energram:

1 . F E T I L. I Z E 12

2. METHAN'E
3. PESTICIDE
4 . SOLAR/ DRY ING
5. NITROG"EN
6. YIELD

Answer to Mystery Word:

1. 2nd 'letter in one
2. 6th letter in two
3. 2nd letter-in three
4. ,5th letter in four (1st word) R
5. 6th letter in five
6. 1st letter in six

Hidden in the diagram are
.sixteen energy in agricul-

, ture terms thh%y;ou and
your students will need
to know throughout the
activities in the packet.
_Have students try to find
as many as they can and
circle there across and
down. Then you may wish
to have students define
each words In addition,
have students fill in
letters ora the Energram:
One letter goes in each
space. The same letter
can be used more than once.
Fin the Mystery Word.

.
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2. Job OutlOok in Food Production

4

.

overview & search for the types ?of careers related to food'
is carried' out in this, lesson. The investigation
is pointed aedescribing a particulay career and
predicting fiture trends in careers related to
food and energy. '

"
lar-:et Audience This lesson can be-used in exiSting,gegments*of

instruction in U.S. HiStol, Egonomi,cs, and Career
Development.

401
Ob3ectives Stu&nts should b e. a14, to: :

1 Fxaminp careers in food, production. ,

.-,. Determine the part,en-ergy plays .in these
- .

Materials

obsr.

Standard vocational sources presently available
in most school Guidance Offices,,libratiers, re-
source rooms. (An example is the,Occupational
OutOok Handbook, Departm:Unt of Labor, ) Write
to the Department of Agricu,lture for free or low
cost career pro.0.1es, Address mai.

Agricultuye Research Service
U.S: Ilepartment of Agriculture
Federal Building

' Hyattsville,. Maryland 20782

Time AllQtment ' One class period.to introduce the research projpct.
gne-five class periods for research and preparing

' the report.

* Teaching., Prior to this lesson, it would be a good idea to
Strategies devote some time in class to a discussion of the

-importance of taking good notes. A lesson centered
,

'around outlin,ing skiLls will help the student, not
only in his or her notekeeping, but, in the student's

.. study skills as well. Stress' locating supporting
evidence for a general statement.

12 .
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*,Developing Have students list the names of ten or 'twelve
the Lesson careers related to food production, including-

those in processing and transportIngifood.
,

Deal with the folloWing.in.a career' search:.,
1. Present availabIlity of work in the occu-.

pation. . ,
. .

-2. Present and future earnings.
3. EducAtion and special skills required.
4. Energy relationship to this particular

job.

Have students includein their report a descrip-
tion telling how a particular career would be
affected by curtailments in energy supplies.

Questions to consider are
1. 'How would a change in either the 1price

or the supply of naturalgas or oil affect
this job?

2. What would be the effect if fuel ppices
doubled? Tripled?

3. What if electricity became'increabingly
expensive?

4. What if energy conservation measures (or
rationing) were enforced on a large scale?

Have students end their report with an answer to
this qAestion: "Wo ld I consider this career
for myself?" WM, or why not?

.6(

0
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3. The Energy.Requirem.ents
for Growing Different Foods

a

Farms require 2.5 percent of the total energy -

used annually in the United States (the equivalent
of 340 million barrels of oil) 'for food prdduction.
With the on-going "energy crisis" it is important
to comprehend the varying amounts of energy. .neces-
sary to produce different crops. Tlid.s lesson
examines energy data for principal U.S. crops
in terms of ener%, efficiency (perpound and per
calorie of useful food). Also explores is the
energy intensiveness of protein Production in
varying fodds. .

Target Audience Science, Home Economics, Art,'Sdcial Studies.

Materials bittoed class copies of two tables, 'graph and
worksheet.

Objectives Students should be able to:
.1. Identify the amounts of energy it.takeS

to produce the food we eat.
2. Determine from tables and other prepared

sources that some fpods are more efficient
than others.

3. Decide-which cro2Tare efficient in producing
food protein from energy sources.

Time Arlotment One -three class periods.

Teaching Distribute_dittoed class sets of Activity 1.
Strategies Generate class interest Sy.asking questions about

large'numbers: one'Million, for starters. One
million hamburger's placed end to end would reach
to the moon. How many times aroufg the earth would
a chain of hamburgers go? .C.et_eveAtually to ,the
figure in the overview., of this:leAsson, the number
of barrels of oil used annually in food production
in the United States.

Ln'T Bef-)re having students conneteicctivities 1, 2 and
-3, extdain the trrs ratio and E.:If:n-4y efficiency.

'ILI
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'Ratiosfor the Table'

r 10"

The 1,,r,

'tivity 1 follow:

..: Required to Produce Food Products
Consumed in a Year by One Person

Food Cont-umed

Plant Product
(lbs/perpon4
year)

Flour & Cereal 140.0
Sugar' 122.0
Vegetable Oils 41.8
Fruits 131.5
-Potatoes 104.9
Beans,` Peas &
Nuts 16.1

Green & Yellow
Vegetables

Miscellaneous
215.1.,
14.8

786

AniMal Product

FoOd
Consumption
(lbs/peribn/

. year)

Beef
Daily
Pork.

Animal Fats

116.0
356.0

, 67.4

and 0).1s 14.6
Poultry, 52.4

39.0
Veal and Lamb 5.5

s F=ish 15.2
666:1

-12

Energy Required ,
to Produce Food
(gallons of on/ Ratio
person/year) (lbs/gals)

2.2
1.4
3.7

0.6

1.8

2.3
0.2

".` 14.1

'64
86

11.3
68.9

175

9

93.5
74

Energy 40'
Requirement
(gallons of oil/
person/year) Ratio

19.1
4.7
4.8

3.5-

1.6
1.3
0.8
2,1

37.9

6.1
75:0
14.0

4,2
32.8 '

30.0
6.9
7.2

13



Student Activily,1 How Much' Energy in Gallons of Oil Is
Needed to Grow the Food We Eat? o

O

748.

The preceding chart shows the amount of fuel
American farmers use to grow'the food we put
on ou? dining tables each years First calculate
the ratio of food consumed 'to energy required.
Then fill in the blanks with the correct ratios
for each food product.. For example., far flour
and. cereal the ratio Is:

Food Consumed = 140 lbs./person/year,= 64 lbs of food
Olt

Energy ReqUired 2.2 gallons of oil/yr per gallon of oil

Next, answer each of the following:

i. Which foods require themost gallons of Oil to
be'grown?
(Rnimal products.)

0

2. Which require the least?
(Plant products.) t ' 04,

The energy ratios onhe chart are based
on energy used in farming. The higher the
ratio, the more efficient the farming pro-
cess. Wh*additional inforgiation would
you need in order to say-that a certain
food product is energy-efficient?
(The total amount of useful food in the
product; the ,amount energy needed to
process, th*food.)

4. Which two animal products would you eat if
your only consideration'-was to choose
energy-efficient products?
(Dairy and poultry.)

a

13
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5. What evidence in the table suggests why few
countries in the world eat a lot of beef?
(It takes too much energy to produce beef

. and costs tdo-much.1

4

5
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Student Activity 2'

.r

Which Plants are Energy-EfficAent?

0-
tl

When we say a farm crop is energy-efficient, we
mean that-bhe ratio of the food energy in the
plant,to the energy used in growing it, is high.

, Some crops are more efficient thgn others.; some
areet efficient at all. Look at the table be-'
'low. Pick out your favorite food. Is it energy-
efficient?1: Remember that in reading ratios, the
higher the number, the more efficientthe plant is.

Look, at the table, the4 answer each question.

Table 2

Energy Efficiency Ratios for Common Crops

Crop Ratio

Sorghum 5.3
Corn 4.4
Wheat 3:2
Soybeans 2.7
Oats '2.6
Potatoes 1,5
Rice 1.4
Apples 1.3
Grapes 1.1
Tomatoes 0.7
Green Beans 0.5
Peaches 0.6
Lemons 0.1

1. Wkiich two crops get the best return in foOd
energy from investments of energy used to grow
and harvest them?
(Sorghum and corn.)

2. Which four'barely return the energy used in
their 15-foauction?
(Tomatoes, green beans, peaches, and lemons.)

15
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3. Which four are losing the energy-in/energy-
out race? '

(Tomatoes, green beans, peaches, and lemons.)

4. Suppose you Are the agriculture. minister in
a developing,, poor nation,. Basing your choice
on,the table above, which' three crops would -

you recommend for your natioq's farmers?, Why?
(Sorghum, corn, and wheat - Acause they are
fhe most energy- efficient, the'y give back more
in food energy than they use in cultivation..)

5. Playing the "What If..." gamy can give you
plenty to think about. For example: What
if... there was a great demand fer more fruits
and vegetables worewide. - What effect would
this demand have on the following:

!eA,
a. The demand for fossil fuels?

(The demand would increase.)

O

b. The price of 'oil and natural gas?
(The price would r10.7.

c. Having enough food to feed the world'-s
people? -(Answ6rswill.varg. If moreemphasis'
is placed on gto:wing,ineffi.eient cropsy the
total amount.ofdbod.produced would decline`.)

d. Conflict between rLch and poor nations?
(Answers will vary. Conflict cowla erupt,
if rich nations were to hoard certain fmods
or `put 'unfair restraints on food sales.)

19
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$tudenG A4ivity f How 'Efficiently "Do Plants Convert Fossil
Fuel Energy Into Protein?

A

ld

Examine the graph below and compare crops in
terms 8if protein produced lox each Unit of energy
put Anto 1),ts cultivation. Then answer the questions,.

a
4'

--

green been
2 4 6 8 10 12 14 la 38 20 22 24

Farming Energy Input (103 Mcal acre 'year) a

1. "Which five crops are the most efficient at
producing protein?' Are these' five grains or
vegetables? (Soybeans, sorghum, fiats, wheat
and corn. Grains.)

2. Which four are least efficient protein producers?
beAs and tomatQps:)

3. Soybeans are'higlily efficient inproducing
protein. However, a great deal has to be done
to make them appealing to taste. How does' this
statement help explain why soybeans generally
are fed to animals and not to humans?
(Tho ILIMJ, (,)1,:rt: the protein into tissue
that !,in ons',m,14 hu humans.)

.1
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4. Much of.the'deli#t of eating 'is, Provided
by animal protein. Getting our protein this
way is expensive. How can the informatiop
on the ciraph help you decide to eat soybur-'
gers someday ? - What would have to'change for
you first? (More people could get needed
prote'in_aa .a.lower price. Food tastes a d
attitudeg*tjould have to'chapge.)-

2i
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4. Energy Efficiency in Cprn Produciiorf

=

9

Overview 'Th'is lesson provides a look at the °principles
of diminishing returns by examining energy of -`
ficiency of corn-production'in 1945 1954, 1964
and 1970.

Target Audiehke Math, Social Studies and Scj.ence.

Objectives

Materials

Time Allotment

Background
Information

t

Students should be able to: i ' .
.

1. Compare changes in productivity relet.tive:
to changes' in energy efficiency. . ,.

2. Discover that energy .pfficiency cannot bd
returned to its 1945 state.

Dittoed class sets of,student'worksKeet.

O

One class period. ,.

. .

As taxpayers and future voters, ourstudents need
.(:) be acquairt8o4 with the problems with- himodern, .,

farmers contend. The larmersi prod ct soMe- .

thing we all mugy have. to survive. ci I,items '

have increased'most rapidly ic.jDrice in the grocery '

stooxe? How are these items related to high energy
prices?. How has their price been'affected by the,
availability of energy? Answers to such inErdductory
quetAns as these lead students; into a Ziscussion-.
of the ways an oil shortage or the high priced of
foodstuffs fetich out to affect their own, li'Ves.

Lead the class into a consideration of tha_prd- - ,

duotivity of American farm. Mention that farms' ,

in the United States continue to increase pr uctivi y,,,-

but at the expense dr a, tremendous invbSynent-in' , .

fossil fuel energy. Thetrend isthat we must put
in proportionally greater amounts of energy for :
each unit of output.. ,4 0

19
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Teaching Tarn to the student worksheets and suggest that
Strategies' the Sfudents read-over the material and the tables,

and answer the questions.
- .

ter
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Lesson 4: ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN CORN PRODUCTION:
3 A WORKSHEET

,-- I
,...

,--7 ...

Introduction, This rksheet provides some information and data
on e eossir fuel energy Used to produce - t

prn. The energy content of the corn produced '

SI*

3

p

also provided. After reviewing the background
information and the available data you should an-.
saver the questions.

Background ' AgricultAp is now experiencing an unusual com--
InforMation bination of circumstances. Farmers-must contend

with the recent energy price increases and threats
of fuel shortages as they attempt to, meet an un- "

precedepted demand fOr farm products. The operation
of machinery, the production and application of .

fertilizers, and the drying of crops for forage,;
tequite the use of large amounts of energy which
may continue.to become more expensive and lesS

. available.
'

The success of agricultural production, in `the
fdture, may depend on our ability to f° ly under-
stand how much emergy is used in agric ltgre and
on our ability to develop moreeffici t,methods
of cro15. production:

.

Available Data YoU should be able to,use the information in this
section to determine 'lbw efficiently cornThas been
produced relative to energy. The data was collected',,
from an article panelled in Science magazine on
November 2, 1973. The title.,3TEFJarticle. was
"Food Prdduction and the Energy ariaiel YoU" may
wish to read that article order_to obtain a com-
plete understandlng of the,use of energy on the
farm.

24
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GROWTH IN ENERGY USE IN CORN PRODUCTION

Fossil Fliel Energy Inputs (Calories /Acre)

Inputs ' 045 1'954 1964 1970 °

"I
1

Fuel . I 543,,400.1, 688,300. 760,700 797,opo N.

NitrOgen
1

t

Fertilizer ..58,8001 226,800 467,200 940,800
Pesticides 01 4,400 15,200 22,000
Crop Drying 113,0001 '60,1)00 la'0,000 120,000

TOTAL, 925,50'0 1 ,.548, 300 2,241;900 2,896,800

e

k

CO AN PRODUCTION (perAcre)

AmouA of Corn Energy Contelnt
Year Produced (bushels) of Corn (Calories)

1945 32s r
*

3,427,200
1954 41 . 4,132,800
1964 68 6,854,400
1970 81 8;164,800

I
A.galysis There are many ways to evaluate the productivity

of the farm. One method requires measuring the
'amount of corn produced durin different: years.
Another method requires the omparison of the ene y
used -to produce the corn wi the amount offood
energy ha'rvested At the end of the growing season."

s 0

You may use percentages VD express the change in
corn prOduction. For eximple: 40

(7,

0

f

..

.



Note: The "energy
input" uses in the
ratio is not all of
the energy input.
Efficiencies can't
be greater than 100%.

1945 = 32 bushels
1954' = 41 bushe s r

N., amount of increase
Percentage Inc ease = original amOunt x 100

Percentage Increase = 9'

32 x 100 = 28%.''
44.

Prom this example you can conclude that the.eorn
production in 1954 was 28% greater than the corn
production in 1945.

1. What was the 'percentage increase. in the
corn production during the 24 years fol.-

-lowing 1945?
(It increased 153%4

I

You may also use numerical ratios to.express the
change in corn production: For ex mple:q

1945 = 32 bushels
1954 = 41 bushels-

1954 production
Production Ratio, .---4 1945"production

41
PrOduc on Ratid =-Tze. 1.28

Frqm this e pig you can conclude that tAle'corn
production in 1954 was 1.28 times greaet(thhn the"'
corn production -in 19AA.

.

2. How much greater Nes- the corn produtti n
'Yin 1970 than in 19459
(2.53 t4mes'greater.)

I.
You may also, compares the energy used to grow the
corn with the food energy produced. This corwari-.
son can'be expressed as a numerical ratio called
an energy efficiency ratio. For example:'

l'945 Energy Inputv= .225,500-Calories
1945 Energy Yielde= 3,R27,200 Calories

Energy Yield,
.energy Efficiency patio = Energy Input

. -

,3,427,200 Calories
Energy .Effirien6y Ratio = ,925-,500,,Calories

, .

.,,Energy Efficiency Rio = 3.70
) 0,

From this exarOple'you can conclude that the
energy yield in 1945 was 3.70 times greater
thdn the energy used to produce the corn.

_()

",
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3. What was the energy efficiency ratio'
for torn production in 1954, 1964, and
1970?
(Energy Efficiency Ratio = 2.66.41954);
3.05 (1964); 2.2-(1970).)

4. What has happened tb the enercn, effici-
ency of corn production during the 25
year following 1945?
(The productivity has increased, but the
energy efficiency has declined.)

Pd
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Overview

Target Audience

Objectives

Materials

Time Allotment

BAckground
Information
(Teacher Use

Only)

5. More and More May Be
Less and Less:
The Law of Diminishing Returns

In this lesson your students act,out a simplified
representation of the law of diminishing returns
in the form of a cooperative game. .Then they will
apply the principleto energy use in modern U.S.
agriculture.

Economics, Social Studies, U.S. History, Contem-
porary Issjes classes.

Studenti should be able to:'
1. Explain the concept of the Las of

4%6 Diminishing Returns.

Large supply of 3 x 5 notecards ox pieces of
construction paper

Scotch tape
Dittoed copies of Student Worksheet

One-tyo class periods.

To feed the rapidly increasing populations of the
world, farmers must continually increase their
food production. They have traditionally done
this by increasing the amount of tillable lands,
developing irrigation systems, using advanced
machines, Introducing new seed strains, app ing
pesticides and increasing the amounts of fer.'lizer.

Because. of population pressures some of the more
productive farm lands (which are more efficient)--
are being paved over by shopping centers, high-
ways, and homes. Options for replacing the crop
yields lost through construction are primarily:
(1) bringing into production reserve marginal
land; and (2) more intensive agricultural pvc-
tices on existing land. Neither option is W
gained without a Sacrifice.

25
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The.trade-off is the necessity for an increased
application of energy. Put simply, it takes more
energy ro grow each unit of food. This
phenomena relates toa prindiple found in
both industrial and agricultural economics--the
law of diminishing returns.

Teaching You can promote student interest in this lesson
Strategies. by having your students get involved in producing

something - -it can be anything, but for simplicity,
let the product be, say, a notecard that is to be
folded in half, and taped closed. You may imply

II- that the "product's is a very aluable one, and
that the class will be makin as many as.they can
within a prescribed period f time. Introduce
more liveliness by sugg ing that they want to
make as many. of these va uable "whatevers" as
possible so that theycan corner the market or
have a moncipolp of the sales.

Activity 1 Choose two students to act as timer and recorder.
Game Plan The timekeeper will need a clock. . The recorder

will need to put a grid similar to this one on
the board:

Minutes / Number of Students
1 2 3 4 5

Have five student volunteers as production workers.
The production should begin with one student
folding and taping as many of the "whatevers" as
he or she can make in one-minute. The result
should be recorded on the grid. After the first
minute, begin production with two workers; both
'doing the same thing. Third, fourth, and fifth
workers are added at minute intervals. Each turn
will provide one minute for the workers to produce
their maximum output. However, all ingredients
must be kept bonstant; the only variable allowed
is-the labor input. The production areas must
not change.

Shut down the. production line-and suggest that
your students look at the data that have been
recorded on the grid. Ask: What happened to
production as more people were added? Did produc-
tion increase by equal amounts? ,Did the amounts
decrease? Increase?



To illustrate the point more clearly, you'may.
wish to construct another table on the chalkboard,
such as the,one below;

4 Students

0

Output Change in Output

0 - 0

1

2

3 p

4

5 rc

Why did output continue to increase, but by de-
creasing amounts? How could production continue
to increase by ever-increasing amounts? If
students have too much difficulty with the prin-
ciple of diminishing returns in operations, re-
turn4,to step-by-step questioning.

What factor of production (land, labor or caoital)
was used in increasing quantities? (Labor.)

What factors of production were fixed (in quantity)?
(The cards, work area, tape-)

When the number of workers was doubled,
did the production double?
(Probably not.)

At what point in the labor did the extra
output begin to decline?
(Probably after the addition of the
fourth worker.)

What is'neant by diminishing returns?
(As increasing quantities of a resource
are applied to a given quantity Of all
other factors, inrre-ased output obtained
in-the .extra quantities of the resource
will eventually decrease.)

27
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Student
Questions

TABLE I

1. What factor of production is used in in-
creasing quantities
(Fertilizer.) '

2. Now much is the chang each time in fer-
tilizer?
(Fertilizer Increases by 40 pounds each time.)

3. What resources must you assume are fixed in
quantity if you are to apply the'law'of
diminishing returns?
(Acreage, seed corn, weather, etc.)

4. What is happening to the total production
of corn?
(It 2S increasing at a decreasing rate..)

5. What do you think will happen to the corn
,yield as the application of fertilizer in-
creases above.200 pounds per acre?
(No increase in extra yield will take place,
with more fertilizer applied. There is only
so much fertilizer that can be,applied to

-C the same ground and to the same kind of-
seeds.)

6. Under what circumstances would a farmer con=
tinue to use more and more fertilizer if he
gets a smaller and smaller return? -

(As long as the,cost of the additional fer-
tilizer IS less than the money he earns
selling the additional crop, it pays 'to use
the fertilizer.)

,

7. Aside from profit, what other factors might
a farmer consider in choosing to use more and
more fertilizer?
(Is this the ii;IRst use of a scarce resource?
Can the necessary food by produced without
that energy? Now much of an environmental
'impact does the fertilizer have?)

.31.



Extending The lesson has dealt with the application of .

the Lesson energy in the form of fertilizer.- The law of
diminishing returns works for all the factors
of production. Thefollowing chart shows what
happens when only the amount of human energy is
changed. This chart assumes that all other
factors have been held constant.

Student
Questions

TABLE II

1. What appens to the total product?
(It ncreases for most of the time at a
decreasing rate. After the eighth worker
the total product decreases.)

Which additional worker makes the greatest-)
difference in output?
(The second worker.)

3: Which additional worker-redvces the total-
product? -K

(The eighth worker.)

4. Why might this t?thishappen
may ay vary. There may not be enough

equipment for all workers; they may get in
each other's way.)

A../f
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6. Comparing the Flow of Energy
in Two Agricultural Societies

This lesson looks at the flow of energy in,modern
fossil fuel agriculture and 1n-a non-fossil fuel,
simpler form of agriculture.

Science, Social Studies, Cultural Geography.

0

Students should be able to:
1. Trace energy flow in a "slash and burn'

agricultural system.
2. Compare "slash and burn" agriculture to

modern fossil fuel-based agriculture by
interpreting energy flow diagrams.

3. .
Compare input-output ratios in two agricultural
systems.

4. Explain why "slash and burn" gardening can-
not support a modern society.

Dittoed class' sets of flow chart key and'three
flow charts.

Five class periods..

The business of agriculture is to gather the stored
energy in plants and animals. In modern agriculture
fossil fuel energy has largely replaced muscular
energy. Very little fossil fuel energy, spent
in plowing, cultivatingl,fertilizers, pesticides,
irrigation and harvesting, is converted into food
energy by the crop. These energy investments
merely help crops convert the energy of sunlight
into the energy of food for human beings and animals.

The non-fossil fuel agricultural system goes by
different names around the world; -for example,
swidden farming (from the word, singe, meaning t9
burn), slash-and-burn, slash-mulch4. hoe-and-burn,

-.and shifting (digging and moving). cultivation.
Sometimes it goes by the simpl. e name of gardening.
Whatever the label, this.type of agriculture feeds
over 200 million people every day.

33
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This type of agriculture is extrenfely s table.
Its stability is partially. related iiito the numero s
feedback loops of energy-in-it. There is little,
.if any, energy input from outside the system.
This is In contrast to:themodern farm which
utilizes out;iae energy inputs to perform the
services necessary to,keep the system stable.,

There are many variations of the kardening system,
but usually the trees and underbrush are cut and
burnedr seeds are_pianted in the ash-rich soil,

.

the crop is weeded by hand, and the crop is har-
vested. The field is.:,14en abandOned after two
or three years and le to lie fallow for several
more. At the end of the fallow period the farmer
cuts the Vegetation and again repeats theecrop
cycle.

Teaching Discuss the type,of gardening known as "-slash-and-
Strategies burn", using,the Background Information as a spring-

board. Ask students to research a specific primi-
tivt agriculture system on either the African,
Mien, or American continent, or in placesand
times in history when farmers had no power,sources
other than. fire phi their own muscle and hae'only
the simplest tools.

32

Encyclopedias, anthropology, texts, and embassies
of select' countries will provide an initial
source of information. Sftuclents\could' work on their
re ch projects as individuals or in small groups.

e tittle allocated could be either short, providing
for Ofty a cursory overview, or of longer duration,
depending upon your objectives and student interest.
Orakreports, displays, pictures, could serve.as
a means of exchanging information on non-fossil
fuel agricuItural.systems.

Developing Show the symbols for charting energy flow (Figure
Lessone,p, 1). Go over the definition of each symbol. Divide

the students into groups of two to four and assign
the task of-using the symbols to complete the chart
on Worksheet #1. Their goal is to develop an energy
flow system which charts the cultivation (by use,



Special
Note

4'

of hand tools), irrigation, applicatiori of pesti-
cides, harvest and preparation for consumption of
a crop of peas grown in the "typical" home garden.
You'll probably need to work+ closely with the ,

groups so that they will be successful in charting
the energy floW.

The main pbrposes of the charting exercise
for the students are: (1) to gain a.Working
definition of each of the variables,Whiyh'are
involvedin food production in a mall garden
plot, and (2) to apply this knowledge, to inter-
pretihg*the energy flow charts of both shifting
an.&-rossil fuel based agricultural systems:

After the groups have finished the assignment,
prepare a composite of their ideas on an over-

, head transparency or the chalkboard This, will
permit you to reinforce the major,. concepts in
an energy flow system:and to clear up any mis-
conceptions held tlythe students.

Student Assuming your-students have developed a working,
Activities 2, 3 .understanding bf charting energy-flow, have theM

compare, and contrast the flows in gardening and
modern agricultural systems. Help them answer'
the set of questions that accompany thd two charts.

33 .
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Comparing Two Agricultural systems

I

9)

Charts / and 3 Moth outline agricultural systeMs
which grow corn.' Follow the energy flow in both,,
then answer the questions.

1. What is the unlimited energy soLirce in both
systems? 1

(Sunlight.)

2. Where does each system draw upon stored energy?
(In gardening aFriculturt) stored energy 41s,
drat,>n from crib corn an seed corn. For
the mechanized farM stored energy Is drawn from
heat, hybrid seeds, Irrigatioer, fertilizer,
insecticides, herbicides, transportation, ma-ch-
Inery and power.) 4

3. Where is energy (in the form oY hea4 lost in
each system?
(For each yystem the student sfiokild describe
energy'lvg's each time the symbol encoun-
tered In each chart.)'

. How do the following interact in a gardening
agricultural system to produce:a corn crop? ,
Use Worksheet 1 or 2 to locate the interaction:

34

Sun's energy
Seeds
Soil
Work done by the farmer
Weeds
Collecting and storing corn .

(For tin- gardentn; ,i4riculture'energy flow Giza-
rim, soil Londitzon.5 (water and nutrients) ar4_-,

2.$1torqc.t w2th sun energy rn,puts,-seed.r.,
pr,rformed_pv 5ersr)rt to produce a_jorn

-r A.,7o sun enro:; andsell conditio& intoz-
, t to pr wes, J--a., and wolk by farmer

to t?- , number of weefik, -far-
- nt,ri er:r?' -_orn.crop toVe(±)flect

r,rt. ; r7

ct-

.4.
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S. ;e57.--ch system (-Ayes the largest yield? By how
much? How many times greater?
(72 largest yleid is from the mechariized farm.

20,000,000 - 1,800,00J = 18,200,000, Kilo-
ca2orls per acre per year

:,800,000 x Y = 20,000)00'
Y =011:2 times greater production.)

6. Compare the two systems -/n terms of the human energy
needed per acre per year. Which is the greater?
By how much? How many times greater? . -

(''pre energy is expended by the gardening
tarmer.

2,000 = 48,000 more kilocalories
per acre per year

60,000 = 5 times more energy expended,
12,000

7. Complete this statement. The yield of the
mechanized farm ti.s approximately times
greater than that of the gardening system.
While the farmer on the mechanized farm did only
about times as much work to produce
tht crop.
(11;.one-fifth.)

8. In making your comparisons, why wouldn't it be
quite fair to compare only the energy expended,
directly by each farmer? qa

(Because in mechan22'ed farming, the farmer is
dependent on other systems in which human energy
is expended (for example, the manufacture and
-delivery of peSt)cides a'nd fertilizer, and the
grouting and developmnt of hgprid Seeds). Id

. a gardening agricultural system,- the farmer is
the only source of human energy '.)

-35
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Calculate the output in kilocalories for each
-one (1) kilocalorie of input. Do this for

' each system, mechanized an4 gardening. You
will need to know that, in addition} to human
energy input in the _mechanized system, there
is al-so 7.14 x 10 kilocalories of fossil
fuels.

(output) yield = ratio of
(input) labOr t. fossil fuel output to input

(Gardening Agriculture: 1,800,000 = 30 kcal
,60,000 + 0

MechanizEd Agriculture; 20,000,000
12,000 + 7,140"004.

_.)
20,000,000 = 2.8 kcal)
7,152,000

10. The above calculations show ,that mechanize
farming is less efficient relative to 'energy
'input/output. Why are many'ofthe.ereas
that formerly used a gardening sYsieriti.ral,
ducing more mechanizedfarmihg?
(Possil4e.responses should include, e Adea,--"
that gardening supports a very, 10K, (1;90: 04:
people per acre pea year compare O'IMechit
nized faiming; thetefore mechani,,e4
is introduced to feed theLincrf 014e,P#OU

a"'
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Developing
the' Lesson

7. Organic Farming?

The debate concerning organic fdrming
conventional methodS centers around the im-
pact agricultural chemicals may have on the
environment. However, as the costs of agricul-
tural chemicals have quadrupled, so has the
concern for the economic usefulness of large
amounts of chemicals. je-ihi,s lesson, students
compare the economic end energy implications
of both methods of farming.

Science, Social Studies.

Students should be able to:
1. Discuss the results of comparing econo-

mic and energy eSctors of organic farming
with those of inorganic (conventional)
farming.

Dittoed copies-of Student Worksheet.

One class period.

Begin by discussing the topic of organic farming.
You may wish to.bring pub,ications such as the
Mother Earth New to class and distribute group
copies. Or you may"wish to develop the association
between organic farming and health food stores.
Such an association may serve to initiate dis-
cussion and spark interest in'the lesson.

_Distribute copies of Organic 'Farm Worksheet and
tell students that the information concerns two
kinds of farms. At the end of the reading period,
suggest that they answer the questions. ,(The
activity part of the lesson may be used as a home-
work assignment car completed in class.) Discuss
the answers in class after your students have
completed the questions.

,37 1
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This discussion shoul4Anclude the varioug aspe-bEs,
of using both methods. Questions could proceed
along these lines: (1,) , Why do farMers fer7
tilizer? (So that tOe crops will" mature com-
pletely. Fertilizers are usedto increase quan-
tity and quality of crops.) (2) What types of -,..

fertilizer can a farmer choose from? (inqrganic'7'
prganic, cOmbination of both.) (3) What fac-
tors rust the larmer'cohside be making'a
choice? (Cost, quality, availabili , feasi-
bz/Ity of use.)

"Th

A
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CORN CROP PRODUCTION

Conventional

1974 1975'

Value per Acre of Corn $172, $193
Production Costs per Acre $ 46 $ 54
Net Income per Acre $126 $139

'Organic

1974 1975

$1159 (11761
$ 28 ,$ 34
$131 $134

ENERGY USE/DOLLAR INCOME IN CORN PRODUCTION

.Calories per
dollar of income

Conventional Organic -

1974 1975 '1974 1'975

4,325 3,750 1,800 ,650

Student After reading the introduction and reviewing
Questions the available data, you can complete the fol,

lowing:

1. How can you explain, the smaller value of
the corn yield on the organic farm?
(Answers will vary. Helpstudents see
that conventional farm methods apply large
amounts of fertilizers to produce record
crops. Organic farms use natural fertili-
zers from farm animals and plants.)

2. Since the'energy_requirement for the pro-
du tion of inorganic fertilizer is approxi-
mat y eight times that of organic fertili-
zers, why are the production costs for a
conven 'onal farm and an organic farm so

39



drastically different?What contributes to the
costs of organic and inorganic farm fertilizer
use?
(Use of natural fertilizer requires more use
of labor and/or machinery. Farmers must pay for
commercially produced fertilizer as well as for
applying it.)

3. Suppose you want to'farm organically.
What might you have to consider before.using
this method?
(The organic farm will not pioduce as much
corn as the energy-intensive conventional
farm. While both methods require labor,
the organic farmer may have to-do more field
work. Fertilizer prices may continue to
increase.)

4. How does the average income per acre in
the_years 1974-75 compare on both farms?
(both have the same average yearly income per
acre.)

5. How do you think an del* shortage would
affect the choice between organic farming
and conventional farming?
(The organic farmer uses much less fossil
fuel energy than the conventional farmer.
Energy shortages may cause many conven-
tional farmers to consider switching to
organic farming, or to farming, using a-
bit of both methods.)

6. How much e nergy in calories per acre could
be'saved if all corn was produced by organic
farm methods? Use 1975 figures.

.

(139 dollars/acre x 3750 cal/dollar
521,250 cal/acre.

134 dollafs/Scre x 1650 cal/dollar
221,100 cal/acre
521,25V-221,100 = 300,150 cal/acre.)

7. What additional information, would be
valuable if you had to decide whether or
'not to go into organic farming?
(Answers will vary, e.g., fuel prices, how
to produce a better and larger crop, de-
tails on using a combination of both
methods.).
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8 Put the Horse Back in Horsepower?
The Man Back in Manpower? f

The main purpose of this 1 sson is to present
to your students the inf ation concerning
the substitution of machines and agricultural
chemicals for human power and animals over the
last sixty years.

American History (20th Centuly Studies), Econo-
mics, Civics or Government.

Students should be able to:
1. Identify the cause(s) that lead to sub-

stituting resources anda-energy sources.
2. Analyze the effects of resource substitu-

tions on the rate and amount of energy
use.

Dittoed class sets of fflablefI and II

One class pericid.

Begin the lesson by giving the class some data
about the growth of food production and 'increases

'in farm productivity in this country in this cen-
tury. For example: in 1909 corn production
averaged 26 bushels per acre. In 1971, production
averaged 87 bushels per acre. The value and
amount of farm production has almost doubled
since 1940.

Ask the class to name the factors of production
in farming. These dre land and the natural or
man-made resources such as fertilizer, labor,
capital, .and management.

Ask the class what changes they think have
taken place in these factorsipf production. You
can point out that between 1940 and 1970 the total
farm population dropped from approximately 30' mil-
lion to nine million or from 23% of the-popula-

,

C3
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Developing
the Lesson

k
tion to just over 4% of the populate. Machines
and chemical fertilizs have helped to-make each
of these workers so much more productive.

Distribute copies of the student Worksheet.
Explain that the informa on the table is in
the form of an index. index is a system of
numbers. These number indicate change in quan-
tity as compared vlii,fh quantity at. some point in
time. For example, the number of farm workers
in 1970 is compa(ed to the number of.farm workers
in 1910. In Table 1 the base year is
1910. Table I ind xes, the cluantities of farm in-
puts.

For every hundred farm workers in 1910 there
were 27 workers in 1975. For every 100 tons of
fertilizer used in 1910, 2,262 tons were used
in 1975.

Table II indexes the value of farm resources.
In this case the base year is 1950. If a unit
of fertilizer cost $100 in 1950, it.1 cost $103
in 1970. If a unit of farm land cost .$100 in
1950, it cost $194 in 1970.

In looking at the-chart the students should note
the great increase in farm wages as compared to
the relatively constant cost of fertilizer.

Lead the class to a discussion of why the farmers
have shifted,in their use ot the factors of pro-
duction. Farmers,. like all business people, are
interested in the cost-effectiveness of decisions.
How can they get the most production for the least
cost?

As the class why they think the value of farm
real estate has grown so much. Answers could in-
clude the growing population, the movement out of
cities and into suburban and rpral areas, the re-
ductiop of available farm land.

a

As.farm land grows more and more valuable, what
ilecisions might a farmer make? (Answers could In-

m.:e intensive use of the land which In-
,. -c,t ,-,r use o.f fertiiizr and other energy

n1 o rr s. _rher farmers have chosen to
t,e2r .inu bi,:ause th can mike more money.

, ,; m_;nt try t7 raise the price of
1, t, c,, Lel!) ,:er their increas:ng 'costs.)

4 :1



To 'understand the reasons for the substitution
of capital for labor and animal power, the students
should have somenderstanding of the concept of
productivity. The following simple illustration
may help explain the concept.

A farmer has a herd of dairy-cattle which
give 100 gallons of milk per day. The farmett
and three farm hands milk,the cows. The farmer
replaces thg three farm hands with a milking
parlor which he operates. This is a change
in productivity, since output '(milk production)
divided by input (libor) went from 100/4 to
100 /1., The farmer, using the machine, is
more productive than each person was working
alone. In this case, total productivity has
remained tlig same.

Ask the class what factors the farmer should
consider before replacing men with machines. This
is anothpr question about cost effectiveness.

Ask how the situation may change as the price of
fossil fuli energy increases and becomes more.
scarce. 'Answers could include an increase in
farm prices, ,,a reduction of crop production or
a'return to more labor intensive production.

0 .

Concluding Discuss the reasons that the productivity, of one
the Lesson 'factor of production such as energy or labor may

increase o'r decrease, at a different rate than
the total productivity of all the factors of
production.

I
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Student
Questions

TABLE I

What conclusions can:you draw from Table I
about changing factors of production used
in farming?
(Each decade has seen a rapid rise in ma-
chinery use, chemical fertilizers, and a
decline in the use of human and animal labor.)

2. Which factors of production have declined
in use?
(Use of human labor, use of animal bor.)
Which have increased?
(Power and machinery.)
Which have stayed about the same?
-(Value of real-estate.)

3./ As the use of farm labor, horses and mules
has declined, what factors of production

10 have taken their *ace?
(Mechanical power and machinery.)

4. Which of the factors of production are most
energy-intensive?

g(Machinery Ind fertilizer.)

5. What' factors explain why there have been
changes in the type of farm inputs?
(Cost and availability.)

TABLE II
r

1 Which Prices havej.ncreased, decreased, or
stayed about the same?
(PecTeased: none; Increased: farm wage
'rates, farm real estate, farm machinery;
Stayed about the same: fertilizer costs.)

2 Which prices have increased the most?
(Farm real estate.)
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3. How have the increases in the costs of the
factors of production on the)farm affected
their use? ,

(Among the possible responses: There is a
relation between the decline in farm labor
'and the increase in wages. Also tide small,
increase in fertilizer "costs can beeen as
contributing to its increased use. The
rapid increase .in farm real estate prices
may be a factor in keeping land use down.)

4. What reasons can you give for different rates
\

of increase in the cost inputs?
(Land is scarce while demand is growing.
This draves prices up. For some time the
cost of natuz 1 gas was low so fertilizer
.prices remain low.),

5. In 1973, the cost of oil and natural gas
nearly quadrupled. What effect might this
have on the Ngktive price of fertilizer?
(Since natural gas is used in the manufac-
ture of fertilizer these costs will increase.
As a result farmers may use relatively less.)

4 *;"

.

1
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9. Modern Crop Drying:

Overview

Target Audience

/ Objectives

Direct, Wicient Use of Fossil Fuels

Modern agriculture relies on LP (liquid
petroleum; gas to dry crops. This saves
on field losses and preserves grain. How-
ever, this use of fossil fuel energy is
expensive. Students compare the cost of
drying crops using this method to the tradi
tional field drying method.

Science, Social Studies.

Students should be able to:
1., Determine the cost,of drying crops using

LP gas.
2. Compare this c to traditional methods,

but include a con deration of crop losses
incurred with these methods.

3. Suggest alternative energy sol4ces that
could be used to dry crops. Identify these
as direct or indirect uses of energy.

Materials Ditto0.class set of Student Worksheet.

Twenty minutes of in-class time.

Teaching You might begin this lesson by reminding,students
Strategies that the average American farmer of today feeds over

50 people. But this is not done without a
great dependence on energy--in its many and various
forms. What are some of these forms? (Write these
on the chalkboard as the students name them.) .Clas-
sify these forms into direct and indirect energy use.
Explain that thisilesson is about direct energy use.:
Next, distribute the student factsheet and ask students
to read the backgrdund expogition carefully before
_starting on the questions. Help students complete,
the worksheet and then guide the clasp discussion
toward a consideration'of alternative direct (and
indirect, if necessary) energy forms which could be

Time Allotment
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Extending
the Lesson

48

used successfully in drying.crops. These should
include-mentioning solar energy.

Invite an Agriculture Extension Agent to, talk to
the class about the economic feasibility of large
scale solar arop drying.

`If

49
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Student Suppose you are.a farmer with most of your Mid-
Questions west farm acreage in corn. You must choose betwees

using LP gas to dry your corn, or.alloiing it to
dry by itself in the fields.

1. You have planted 25 acres of ,corn. How many
bushels of corn can you expect to harvest?
(25 acres x 80 bushels/acre = 2000 bushels.)

2. It takes 1 gallon of LP gas to dry every 6'
bushels of corn-. How many gallons will'you use
to dry your total corn crop ?.
2000 bushels 333 gallonl.)(6 bushels/gal.

,

3. How mucA- Would the gas cost you?
. ' (333 gallons x'30 centsig11pp =4.99.90%)

4. If you choose to let ?the arn`dry by itself in
the field, you could losg as idubh as 5% of'your
total crOp. woulat..thtS mean in dol'l'ars?
[(2000 bushels x .$3/buAe2 = $6'000') x ,05)='$300,]

A

5. How much-would the_orice of LP gasOlave
crease before it would.make more:Onse economical-
l'Nfor you to use nature's7dryiW,method?
( $300 4.$100 = 3 x 100% = 300y 6'

6. What are some ways crops can betamaqe if they
are left standing in the fields?
(Weather, bleaching, mold, rodent and -birds.)

7. Suppose you must consider using me hods other
than LP gas to dry corn. What Methods might you
consider?
(Answers may vary. You.may suggest that the use
of solar crop dryers is being evaluated.- Many
universities have been granted funds-by the United
States Iiepartment of Agric.ulturer to deterMine
the economic feasibility of large stale solar
crop drying. Information can be obtained from
your loal Agricultural Extension Agent:) ,



Overview

Target Audience

Objectives

Materials

Time Allotment

Teaching
Strategies

10. Herbicides: An, Indirect Use Energy

Herbicides, unlike crop drying, use energy in-
directly. This lesson has the student look at
energy benefits by comparing, indirect energy used
in herbicides with crop yield.

Science and Social Studies.

The student should be able to:
1. Compare the use of herbicides with other

=methods of weed control in relation to
net energy derived.
Identify other indirect energy uses
on the farm.

3. Explain the reasons for herbicide use,
by listing its advantages and disad-
'vantages.

Dittoed class set of Student Worksheet.

Twenty minutes of in-class time.

Plunge directly into the topic of herbicides.
Students may make contributions based on contro-
versy of pesticides in the news. If it appears
it would be helpful, list on the board: herbicides,
energy-consuming, energy-producing, kilocalorie
(a kilocalorie is equal to 1000 calories) and take
a few moments to describe the terms to the students.
Explain that herbicides both consume and produce
energy (higher crop yield). During the manu-
facturing process and the spraying of herbicides
by tractor or plane, we find that herbicides are
consuming energy. When there is more energy, 'pro-
duced than consumed, we can say there is a net
energy "profit". Herbicides become energy producers
when the net energy "profit" is a result of a
greater crop yield.

Distribute the worksheets to the students and ask
the students to look over the chart. Answer any
questions concerning the chart and then help the
students to complete the worksheA.
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Lesson 10: HERBICIDES: -AN INDIRECT USE OF ENERGY/--
,

STUDENT.QUESTIONS

Energy 1. Suppose a farmer chooses the first method
Input listed on the chart. Why might he decide

to use weed control?
(To get a higher crop yield.)

2. What is the energy difference (in kcal.) be-
tween the two methods of weed control?
(56,005 1.37,,920 = 18,085 kcal.)

3. Why do you think there are more kilocalories
used in the cultivation method?
(Cultivating is usually done several times°1.11,...
a growing season; therefore, plowing uses more
energy than the spraying of herbicides.)

4. The chart doesn't show how energy is consumed
when manufacturers make herbicides. Energy is
also consumed in other steps before it gets to
the farm. List these energy-consuming steps.
(Students should mention ckaging, transporting,
business operations, etc.

Energy 5. There were 100,800 kilocalories per acre produced
Output in the 1974 study. Write the kilocalories per

bushel for each weed control method in the blanks
on'the chart. Which method produced the most
kilocalories per bushel--no weed control, culti-

-- vation,,use of herbicides? Mow can you provt
it?
(Answer to chart:

NO weed control: 54 x 100,800 = 5,443,200 kcal
Cultivation: 81 x 100,800 = 8,164,800 kcal

. Herbicides.: 90 k 100,800 = 9,072,000 kcal

52

9,072,000'kceil - 5,443,200 kcal = 3,628,800 kcal
is the differences between no weed control
and herbicide method.

9,072,000 kcal - 8,164,800 kcal = 907,200 kcal
is the difference between cultivation and
herbicide methods.)
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Net Energy 6. Net energy in kilocalories/acre as calculated from
"Profit" the data of the Minnesota study shows the net energy

"profit" due only to weed control (see Column 4 of
the chart). What is the difference in net energy
between herbicide method and each of the other
methods?

(Herbicides vs. no weed control = 3,590,880 kcal - 0

4 = 3,590,880 kcal

net energy 24ofit")

(Herbicides vs. cultivation = 3,590,8)M - 2,665,595

= 925,285 kcal

net energy "profit")

Concluding Point out to the class that the use of herbicides is
the Lesson utilizing indirect energy. Have students list some

other indirect uses of energy in modern agriculture.
(Manufacture of fertilizers, eguipment,nsecticides,
transportation and storage among others.)

Extending If time permits and it appears there is a student
the Lesson - interest, yotwmay encourage'the9discussion and ex-

ploration of the effects gf,hvrbicides on the en-
vironment.
(The danger to wildlife; for example, the genetic
defects showing up in offspring; ..langer to humans
through breathing and ingesting residues;

A
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11. Eating Wild Foods:
Is It a Reasonable
Ener'gy Alternative?

Overview In this lesson students learn to identify, col-
lect, and prepare a "banquet" serving only edible
wild plants. Included are discussions on energy
used to collect, grow, process, transport, and
.derived from wild and domestic plants.

lar;et Audience : Science, Social Studies, Home Economics, and English.

Objectives Students should be'able to:
, 1. Identify and collect edible wild plants.

2. Discuss the potential of wild
plants as food sources.

Time Allotment Two bur days, either after school or during school
hourg.

Special This lesson depends, in part, on the time of the
Note year, class interest, and the location of your

school. Students living in urban environments
can anticipate some difficulty in finding wild
pthnts near the school grounds. (However, they

A are there, even growing in cracks,in:the' pave
ment.) Wintertime, 4 course, would make this
activity useless., Wesuggest inserting this
lesson into the class\schedule during suitable
growing months.

o WARNING "Eating maybe dangerous to your health;"
It is sometimes difficult to identify'6dible
wild plants. If you are not familiar With plant
identification, seek advice before beginning
this lesson.
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Teaching You might begin by assigning some student the
Strategies

114
task of locating and interviewing a person in the
community who collects, prepares and eats wild
plants. They may use the interview questions
and record sheet that are provided. Direct the
students to continue their research on edible
wild foods and have them write an illustrated
report.

Developing
the Lesson

56

1,

Introduce the agricultural energy requirements
of modern farming by approaching them from the
angle of looking backward. What were the primary
energy sources on the farm before the gasoline en-
gine, electricity, and artifically produced fer-
tilizer? Contrast these sources of energy with the
sources of energy today. Did anYof the people you
interviewed mention how the process of growing
crops has change; in the past few years?

Invite a naturalist or a botanist to come to the
classroom to talk about common "weeds" wh,ich can
be used as theingredie.tats for a salad. If. possible,

, have slides or pictures at hand to help students iden-
tify these plants. -Have the speaker take the class
on a field trip on school grounds and help students

4

collect,their "weedy" salad things.

Distribute the :list, of edible plants to the class,.
Help the students pick a variety of plants-that would
make an enticing salad. The class could be divided
into small groups and assigned to gather the greens;
or mak-e the dressing, or supply the condiment part
of the "banquet". At thp appropriate time hold a
"wild food partyV. Serve salads prepared. totally
from wild plants, totally from stora-bOught plants,
and a mixture of both. Assign a strident to record
the'reactions to the taste in a series of taped in-
terviews with their classmates. During the small
talk part of the dinner, have students discuss why
the.United States experienced a return to the land
(living off nature) movement during the late sixties
and early seventies.

a. What would be the advantages...arid diQadvantageS
of your personal involvement in returning
co "Mother",,nature?

b. Why is it notpossible"fOr modern society
to support more than a small minority of its
citizenry in such ventures? (This questiori
may require application of conclusions

"... -
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formed in the lesson on he Energy Require-
melitts for Growing Different Foods. )

Special The "returning to the landj.iving off of nature"
Note lifestyle resembles in several ways the gar-

dening type of agricultural systems.. Lesson"6
compares energy flow through Shifting agricul-
tural systems to modern agricultural practices
in the United ,States.

Concluding
the Lesson

Utilizing the student-acquired-data from the wild
food-gathering field trips, have the students com-
pare-the grocery-store salad and the free-for-the-
taking wild salad in terms o food energy. Refer
to the chart for the more c on caloric count of
common weed foods. Is the a large difference
in the total calories of each salad? (N.)
However, then is a large energy input in the
growing and p ocessing of domesticated plants.
Have studen consider sources of energy,,the
-energy use to cultivate, hariest, ttansport, ,and
refrigera a domesticated green vegetables and plantS:

Suggest the task of drawing a pap that shows the
,location of each wild'plant they collected. Next
have them trace onthe map the shortest route from.'
the school to' the plants. Based on an average Of
15 miles tothe-gallbn to'drive a car to the loCa-

, tion, estimate-the number of Calories needed to
.gather the greens for the class salad. Remember
that pne.op.onf.gasoline contains 29,665 Calories
of energy.- BrOW*Ch_fossil fuel energy would be
saved if each person walked to the wild plants?

Special You may) wish to ,point out that the energy used
Note in walking',, 'harvesting, and preparing food,is

not really,being consideredqn this activity.

/
Now have your students estimate the amount_ f
energy inVOlVedlan ansporting lettuce, tomatoes,
and other.,egetaaes rom,the truck farms to the
storesint:yOttr,c , A call to a local trucking
firm of ragvit ry, eight office can provide your
students' with:744ntormation about .gasoline and
oil. :Havel*t 4e it$;,'Comparethe difference in energy:'
cOnsultiedik 44W-items. 'What other energy considera-
tiOns)44: ;be iiiafione'd 7
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Extending , In addition to the wild foods party, yodr class
Learning' might enjoy making a wall mural showing pressed

specimen4 or drawings of edible wild plants. They
should incltde information about each plant, such
as life cycle, geographical distribution, nutri-
tional value, and bast economic significance:
they can find stories or folklore about some of
tee plants, they should include these as well. This
might become part of the mural title.

Betoti is a list of books to help you and your
students:

Backliround References for Both Teachers and Students

Angler, Bradford. Feasting Free on Wild Edible.
Harrisburg, Pa.: Stackpole Books, 1969. 288 pages.

Berlund, Brendt and Clare E. Bolsby. The Edible
Wild. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons,
197-1. 188 pages.

Crowhurat, Adrienne. The Flower Cookbook. New York:
Lancer Books, 1973. 198 pages.'

Gibbons,'Euell.,.....Euell Gibbons' Beachcomber's Hand-
-book. New York: David McKay Co., Inc., 1972.
230 pages.

. Stalking the Healthful Herbs. New York:
David McKay Co., 1966.

. Stalking the Wild Asparagus- New York:
David McKay Co., 1962. 303 pages.

Hall, Alan. The Wild Food Trail Guide. New York:
Holt, Rinehart and!-Wviston, 1973.' 195, pages.

Garringtbn, H.D. Western Edible Wild Plants.
Albuquerque, N.M.: The University of New Mexico
Press, 1972. 156 pages.

I<irk, Donald R. Wild Edible Plants. Headsburg, Ca.:
Naturegraph Publishers, Inc., 1970. 307 pages.

Harris, Ben Charles. .Eat the Weeds. New Canaan,
Connecticut: Keats Publishing, Inc., 1973. 253 pages.

Medsg.r,OliverPerry. Edible Wild Plants. ,New
Yo k: Macmillan Publishing Cb., 1966: '323
pa es.





Activity 1 - Down on the Farm
Stbdent Activity 1- INVENTORY

Directions: Rea each statement carefully. Place a check
(I) n the column which most nearly indicates
your opinion. The symbols represent the degree
of yqur opinion.

SD = Strongly Disagree A = Agree
4, D = Disagree SA = Strongly Agree

N = Neutral or don't know

1. To help conserve fossil fuels,
Americans should eat less meat.

2. It is possible to reduce the rate
of energy used in farming and still
provide every American with an
adequate diet.

3. The amount of petroleum, used on A-
me2lcan farms is greater than'that
used in private automobiles.

4. We get energy from food we eat; how-
ever, today, we use more energy in
growing and preparing food than we
get out of it.

5. A farmer's expenses can affect my
life-

6. Each acre of crop land always be-
comes more productive as more fer-
ti=lizer is applied.

7. Farm'workers and farm animals are
more energy-efficient than tractors
and other machinery.

8. Our farmers rely on domestic sup-
plies_ of oil and natural gas to run
their farms.

9. When we.eat food, we're eating up
our oil supplies for the future.

1Q.' Sometime$ less can be more. We
have fewer farms today, but each
farmer. produces more. This situa-
tion can go on forever.
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TABtE 5-8
Energy Use in the U.S. Food System (in 1012 Calories)

Component 1940 1947 1950 195444. 1958 1960 1964 1968 1970

Fuel (direct use)
Electricity
Fertilizer
Agricultural Steel
Farm Machinery
Tractors
Irrigation

Subtotal

70 0
0.7

12.4
1.6

9.0
12.8

18 0
124.5

On Farm
136.0 158.0 172.8 179.0
32.0 32.9 40.0 44.0
19.5 24.0 30.6 32.2
2.0 2.7 . 2.5 , 2.0

34.7 30.0 29.5 50 2
25.0 30.8 23 6. 16.4
22.8 25.0 29.6 32.5

272.0 303.4 328.6 .3563

188.0
46.1
41.0

1.7

52.0
'11.8
33.3

373.9

. 213.9
50.0
60.0

2.5
60.0
20.0
34.1

440.5

226.0
57.3
87.0
i 2.4
75.0
20.5
34.8

403.0

232.0
63.8
94.0

2.0
80.0
19.3
35.0

526.1

Food Processing Industry
Food Processing Machinery
Paper Packaging .

Glass Containers
Steel Cans and Aluminum
Transport (fuel)
Trucks and traitors

(manufacture)
Subtotal

147.0
0.7
8.5

14.0

38 0
49.6

28.0
285.8

Processing Industry
17.5 192.0 211.5 212.6

5:7 .. 5.0 4.9 4.9
14.8 17.0 20.0 26.0
25.7 26.0 27.0 30.2
55.8 62.0 73.7 85.4
86.1 102.0 122.3 140.2

42.0 49.5 47.0_ ....,.43.0
407.6 453.5 506.4 542.3

224.0
5.0

28.0
' 31.0

86.0
153.3

44.2
571.5

249.0
6.0

31.0
34.0 .
91.0

184.0

61.0
636.0

t
295.0

6.0
35.7
41.9

112.2
226.6

70.2
787.6

31)8.0
6.0

38.0
47.0

122.0
246.9

74.0
841.9

Commercial Refrigeration
and Cooking

Refrigeration Machinery
(home and commercial)

Home Refrigeration and
Cooking
Subtotal

Grand Total

121.0

10.0

144.2
2752
685.5

Commercial and Home

141.0 150.0 161.0 176.0

24.0 25.0 27.5 29.4

184.0 202.3 228.0 257.0
349.0 .3 416.5 '462.4

1,028.6 1251.5 1,361,0

186.2

32.0

276.6
494.8

1,440.2

209.0

40.0

345.0
594.0

1,690.5

241.0

56.0

433.9
730.9

2,021.5

263.0

61.0

480.0
804.0

2,172.0

Source "Energy Use in the U.S. Food System," C. Steinhart

FIGURE 5.8
Total Energy Use in Food System Versus calories of Food
Produced (food is population times 2,700 Calories per day)

Science 184,307-315, 1974, Table 1.

0
1940 1660 .1960

Oats from Table 5-8. Year
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Figure 5-9
Growth In Energy Consumption
of Food System Components
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FIGURE 5-10
Food.Enegy Output Versus Enerminput to Food System'

8
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Data from Table 541.
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Student Activity 2 Background Notes on Modern Agriculture

4

John M. Fowler

"...If the energy-expended in growing, processing, packaging,
and transporting food is divided by the food consumed per house-
hold we find a factor of 7 or 8. What this means, at face
value, is that it requires 7 or 8 Calories of fossil fuel ener-
gy to get 1 food Calorie on our plate. We are eating fossil
fuels. The food. crisis and the energy crisis are therfore joined..

There are several reasons why it is important that we examine
our food industry from an energy point of view. It uses a sig-
nificant amount of energy, 12 or 13 percent of the national
total. It is impOrtant, therefore, to understand in what form
and for what purposes that energy is used in order to make
rational choices anong the various energy futureT"ftfore us.
More important, however, is the worldwide food shortage and
'America's role as food supplier. What are the energy implica-
tions of that policy? Finally, we may want to explain our food
production system as a model for others to copy. Is this system
one that can meet world needs? - .

The energy cost of U.S. food production: How'much energy does
it take to put a Calorie of food before an American consumer?
To answer this question it iS necessary to determine the energy
consumption in the four major components of the food system: the
farm, the processing industty, the commercial retailing industry
and the home., In.each of these there are direct uses (fuel and
electricity) and indirect uses (energy consumed in the manufacture
of food-related equipment, or in transportation and in the manu-
facture of fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides, etc.)

We present in Table 5-8 the results of energy audit of the
food system from 1940 to 1970. (The source of that study is in-
dicated on the table.) In Figure 5 -8, we plot the total energy
and compare itwith the energy of the food produced. Figure
5-9 shows the'growth ih`the amount of energy ineach of four
component sectors.

The ratio of the amount of energy used in the system to the num-
ber of Calories eaten by the population has grown from 5.3 in
1940 to 10.9 in 1970. Figure 5-9 shows us wheIe this growth
has occurred. Energy consumption has grown in each of the three
categories but the fastest growth has been in the energy (direct
and indirect) used on the farm. Over the 30-year period, total
farm energy use increaded by a factor of 4.Z (compared .'with 3.0"
for food processing and 1.2 for the commercial and home sector).
We can see from Table 5-8 that'fuel use, electricity, fertilizer,
and the energy to build farm machinery accounted for most of
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that growth.

It should be .emphasized that even with the detail of Tab le 5-8
_these data are still fairly rough. There is no account taken,
for instance, of food wasted or the growing amount of food ex-
ported. It is certainly accurate enough, however, to raise
some serious questions for the future.

If we look at the data oi Figure 5-8 in a somewhat different
way, and plot the food energy output against the fossil fuel
energy input, we obtain the interesting curve of Figure 5-10.
It is a curve which suggests the end of growth. It is easy
'for us to interpret this figure in ,the present context. It
uggests that we cannot gain very much more food energy from

our system by merely pitting more fossil fuel energy into it.

It does not say that we are farming as efficiently as possible,
for we are considering all the energy used in the system and as
we see-in Figure 5-9, the farm energy only represents a quarter
of the total. From otherstudiesi, however, it appears that with
some crops, corn is the example-quoted, we are already using
1,000 Calories of englrgy per square meter (farm energy alone)
and achieving energy yields of 2,000 Calories of energy per
square meter from the grain alone. These numbers are to be
compared with 5,000 Calories per square meter of energy that
the corn plants can take in frolt_sunlight. Since the energy
output is almost one-half the captured solar energy 'it is un-
likelylikely that we can gain much more farming efficiency by adding
more fertilizers, plowing more often, using more herbicides,
etc. In fact, if we look at'yields per acre as tons of fertili-
zer applied per acte, we obtain a curve similar to the one shpwn
in Figure 5-10. It is an S-cUrve and we are on the flat top.
We cannot buy much more plant productivity with energy.

Agricultural practice is a deep and engrossing subject, and there
is much more which could be said. There are a variety of sug-
gestions for increasing yields without increasing acreage; by
reducing fertilizer per acre-and bringing such "soil bank' land
as remains unused back into production, or by using more of
the organic waste we produce, as land conditioners and supple-
mentary fertilizer. We will leave that fuller disyussion to
others.

1
1Food Production and the Energy Crisis", Pitentel, Hurd, Bel otti,'
Forester, Oka, Sholes, Whitman, Science 182, pp. 443-449, 'Hovember'
2, 1973.
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There are'conclusions we can suggest, however, from this 4

energy-focused consideration. The first is that food prices
will rise With energy prices. They are, in fact, expebted to
rise more rapidly than energy since a large part of the energy
input is of the'indirect sort expended in manufacturing. It
may be that energy costs will become high enough to make farming
depart from its path bf increasing capital intensiveness'and
make a partial return Vrfarm labor an economic alternative.

This energy analysis of agriculture also raises questioni as to
the wisdom of continuing in the direction of food "mass Produc-
tion" practices. We question it from our own point of view;
it has not proveleto be an energy-efficient way to.feed oe own
people (although it has been labor-efficient, and so far pital-
efficient)-. It is even less attractive as a way to feed the
world's hungry people. As it is now practiced, we are exporting'
energy when we export grain,- 5 or 10 Calories for every food
Calorie it contains. That is not a wise strategy for an .energy-
importing country.

It is an even more questionable decision to, consider exporting
our a4riculturalipractices., We are engaged inthat at present.
The so-callect"dieen Revolution" is based on new qrains of high-,

/xieid grains,'but these new grains requiretboth fertilizer and
irrigation. As we see from Table 5-8 both of these are energy.
expensive. (The irrigation energy expenditure in Table 5-8 is
bated on irrigation of only 5 percent of our crop land.)

sk
.

.
.

W may in fact have something to learn from foreign agricultural
practices. 4y relying on human labor some other countries get
many more Caldries from the earth and sunlight than they put in,
The Chinese peasant gets .50 Calories of food energy back for
every 1 he expends on'his wet rite fields. The primitive "slash
and burn" agriculture of the tropics,.in which a new field is
cleared of trees every two ox three years, gains Calories in al-
most a 20 to 1 ratio."

e

n J1
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Student Activity 3 AG-ENERGY WORD SgARCH

A C°G P E. S T E 0 R

I R AGNOACP A

F 0 SSILFUEL''
E P 0 U T A 0 D S E

R D II N 10.12 0,0111 G

TRIDOODRIU
I Y N jj, G E S P' C

L I E NVE R G Y I E
NINTONSEEDS

Z G 14 *E T 'H A N E A

E 24 A C HI N E R Y

R 0 T A -T I / 0 N Y E

Hidden in this puzzle are
16 words. These words-,
apply to agriculture or
the use of energy in ag-
riculture, Find the word,
circle it. Words can be
read horizontally and
'vertically.

f

-
1.

Write the correct 'word for each definition in the spaces below.
One letter/goes in each space. The same letter can- be used more
than onpe/ Then, complete the Mystery Word.

1. A/terial needed to promote plant growth.
2. A el that is produced by. the decay of raw waste material.
3. chemical used to control insect and plant populations.
4://tba use of heat frdi the,sun for drying of harvested crops.
5, A chemical substance necessary for the production of protein

in plants.
'

/ '6. The athount .of a crop produftd,per unit. of land.
0. ... ,

44
.

. .

Mystery _Word
. .

,..

1.
_.A.,:: 1. 2nd letter

,

in one a

/ 2. 2.... 6th letter in two

//- 3.
I. .

sa.' 2nd_letter in three,
. . 4. 4. 5,th letter in four (1st word) :

5. 7, ..- 5. 6* .letter in five .

6. **6. 1st letter in six
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Activity 3 - The Energy Requirements
for Growing Different Foods

va.

Activity 1
The Energy Required to Produce Food Products

Consumed ina Year by One Person

Plant Product
.

N.0
Food Consumed
(lbs/person/
year)

Energy Required
to Produce Food
(gallons of oil/
person /year)

-.4 ,,.

Ratio
(lbs/gals)

Flour & Cereal
Sugar
Vegetable Oils
Fruits
Potatoes
Beans, Peas &'
Nuts
Green &iiiellow
Vegetables
Miscellaneous

,

_.'

140.0
122.0
41.8

131.5
104.9

16.1

2f5.1
14.8

2.2
1.4
1.7
1.9

,0.6

1.8

2.3
0.2

64-

.

'b.
to..

.,c.,

4 ,.,

,

---r .

.

.

786

.

.14.1 . ,

Animal Product

Food
Consumption
Albs/person/
-yer)

Energy
Requirement

,,(gallons of oil/
person/year)

.

4
-..-,. .

.

Ir.

Ratio
-

.4..

Beef
Dairy
Pork -

Animal Fats
and Oils

Poultry '

.

Eggs
Veal and Lamb
Fish

.

116.0
356.0
67.4

14.6.
52.4
39.0
5.5

15.2

19.1
4.7 ty

4.8

3.5
1.6
1.3 ,,

0.8
2.1

;
,1..

-.

,

-
:-

-
-

666.1 , 37.9 .

-...

i,'

ts.
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P. A

StklOt.AFOAritY 1 ' How,IMuch4nergy Zallorig of Oil Is
Needed to Grow'the'Food We Eat?

_./ ..

, (,,,
The chart on the peteding page shbws the amount
of fuel American farmers use to grow,the foOd'we

, ..., 4 put on-ovr,dining tables each year. First calcu-
n ' .',! %gate the ratio offood consumed to energy re-TA .:.

': , 'qui:red. Then fill iip the blanks with the cox-
,;,

'..

, 11"' rect.ratios for e.4.2.0 food moduct. For example,Al; ,. -,.

for flour and 'cereal the ratio is:
'''? :- Z

j.!,. 4 '':, Food Consum6d = 140 lbsiperion/year = 64 lbs of food-,,,,.e-r "4,%.

... Energy Required 2.,R

\
gallops of oll/yr, per gallon of oil

A%Y',"-, 41 vacNext, answer-h of,the following:

. \

Which foodsitequini. theLm4st gallons f-oil
to befg*n?.;

,,
'4.,

2. .Whith requ*re the' :least?
1. ,,si:, .:t

.`v .

i 3. :Theikhergy.Otios on the .chart are based--
y , von energy Used infarming. The higher the

1-' ;,4% I,

''' ,:;''

.,

't..
ratioi,the more efficient the fitrthaing Pro-

`S. l i*,
cess. What additional information would

-'.r , ,.;,'

i-

.

you. need ih order to say that a certain
,

53., i. , food product is energy- efficient? t

V... A tir ..,
4. Which two animal products would you eat if

,,,....-

. youk&onlylconsideration was to Choose
'*;:,N*

.1 .

energy-effiicient products?
,:.', 1.,

.L.
, ,

5. What evidente,in the table suggests why
few countries in the world eat a lot of

t beef?

67
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Student Activity 2 Which Plants are Energy-Efficient? 4

.

1
When we say a farm crop energy-efficient, we
mean that the ratio of the food ensf4 in the
plant to the energy used in growing dt, is high.
Some crops aremore-efficient than others; some
aren't efficient at all. Look at the table be-
low. Pick out your favorite food. Is it energy-
efficient? Remember that in reading ratios, the
higher the nuier,, the"more efficient the plant is.

Look at the e, then answer each question.
a

Table 2

Energy Efficie cy Ratios,for Common Crops

Crop

Sorghum ,-

Corn
Wheat
Soybeans
Oats
Potatoes
Rice
Apples
Grapes
Tomatoes,
Gres+ Beans
Peaches
6,Lemons

Ratio

5.3
4.4

2.7
2.6
1.5 '
1.4
11'3
1 1
0.7

0:6
0.1

b

1. Which two crops get return in food energy'
from investments of ene used'to grow'and har-
vest them?

,2. Which four barely return the energy used in
their production?

*
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3. Which four are losing the energy-in/energy-
out race?

4.
Suppose you are the agiiculture minister in
a developing, poor nation. Basing your choice
on the table above, which three orops would -

you recommend for your nation's farmers?
Why?

I

5. Playing'the "What game can give you '

plehty to think about. For example, What II...
there was a great demand for more fruits and
vegetables worldwide. What effect would this
demand have on the foljowing:.

a. The demand for fossil fuels?

b.' The price of oil and natural gas?

ce Having enough food to feed the world's
people?

d. Conflict between rich and poo countries ?
.

,
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Student Activity 3 How Efficiently Do Plants Cqnvert Fossil

c"\

4

4

Fuel Energy Into Protein?

Examine the graph below and compare crops in
terms of protein produced for each unit of .

energy put into its cultivation.' Then answer
the questions.

rowing Enst11/111Put(103 Illad/ecrwyes0
4

9

*, ;A

1. .Which five,crops are the most efficient at
producing Are these five grains
or vegetables?

.

2. Which fodr are least efficient protein producers?

70
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3.' Soybeans are highly efficient in producing
protein. However, a great deal has 10 be
done to make them appealing to taste. How
does this statement help explain why soybeans
generally are fed to animals and not'to humans?

4. Much of thedelight of eating is provided by
animal protein. Getting our protein this way, '.,

is expensive. How can the information on the
graph help you decide to eat soyburgers some-
day? What would have to change for you first?

.6
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Activity 4 - Energy Efficiency
in Corn Production

A WORKSHEET
.!

ti

Introduction This worksheet provides some information and
data on the fossil fuel energy used to
produce corn. The energy content of the corn
produced is also provided. After reviewing the-
backgrpund information and the available data you
should answer the ques.tions.

Background Agriculture is'now experiencing an unumial com-
Iriformation bination of circumstances. Farmerg Mist contend

with th9 recent energy,price increases and-threats
of.fuel shortages as they attempt,to.meet an un-
precedented demand for tarm products. The operation
of machinery, the production And application of
fertilizers, and the drying of crops for storage
require the use of large amovtg of energy which
may continue to become more expensive and less

. available.
, 1.

The success of agricultural production.,'in the
future, may depend on our ability to fully under-
stand how muchenergy is used in agriculture and
on our ability to develop more efficient rdethods

1of crop production.

Available You should be able to use the information in
Data this section to determine how efficiently corn

has been produced relative to energy. The data
was collected from an article published in Science
magazine on November 2, 1973. The title.pf the
article was "Food Production and the Energy Crisis".
You may wish to read that article in order to ob-
tain a complete understanding of the use of energy
on the farm.
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GROWTH IN ENERGY USE IN CORN PRODUCTION

Fossil Fuel Energy Inputs (Calories/Acfe)

Inputs
..`

1945 1954 1964 1970

Fuel- 543,400 688,300 360,700 797,000
Nitrogen
Fertilizer

,

58,800 226,800 467,200 940,800
Pesticides ___: 0 4,400 15,200 22,000
Crop Drying 10,000 60,000 120,000 "120,000

TOTAL 925,500 1,548,300 2,241,900 2,896,800

CORN PRODUCTION (per Acre)

Amourfrof Corn Energy' Content
Year Produced (bushels) of Corn',(Calories)

1945 32 3,427,200
1954 41 4,132,800
1964 68 8,854,400
1970 81 8,164,800'

Analysis There are many way's to evaluate the productivity
of the farm. One method requires the Measuring
ofthe amount of corn, produced during different
years. Another method requires the comparison
of the energy used to produce the corn withlthe
amount of food-energy harvested at the end of the
growing season. ,
You may use percentages to express the. cbarige
,in corn production. For example:

73
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1945 = 32 bushels
1954 = 41 bushels

Percentage Increase =

Percentage Increase =

amount of increase
original amount x 100

9

32 x 100 = 28%

From this ex le you Can conclude that the corn
production in 954 was 28% greater than the corn
production in 1945.

1. What was the percentage increase in'the
corn production during the 24 years fol-
lowing, 1945?

You may also use numerical ratios to express the
change in corn production.. For example:

1945 = 32 bushels
1954 = 41 bushels

Production Ratio =

Production Ratio =

1954 production
1945 production
41
32 = 1.28

From this example you can conclude that the corn
production in 1954 was 1.28 times greater than the
corn production in 1945.

2. -.How much greater was the corn production
in.1970 than in 1945?

A
1

77 --



Note: The `energy
input" used in the
ratio is not all of
the energy input.
Efficiencied can't
be greater than 100%.

You may also compare the energy used to grow the
corn with the food energy_produced. This compar
ison-can be expressed as a numerical ratio called
an energy efficieficy ratio. For example:

1945 Energy Input = 925,500 Calories
1945 Energy Yield = 3,427,200 Calories.

Energy Yield
Energy Efficiency Ratio = Energy Input

3,427,200 Calories
Energy Efficiency Ratio = 925,500 Calories

.Energy Efficiency Ratio = 3.70

From this example you can conclude that the
energy yield in 1945 was 3.70 times greater than
the energy used to produce the corn.,

3. What was the energy efficiency ratio for
corn productionin 1954, 1964, and 1970?

A

4. What has happened to the energy effici-
ency of corn production during the 25
years following 1945?
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Activity '5 -Wore. and More May Be
Less and tesi:
The Law of Diminishing Returns.

introduction To 'feted Oe people is one of the primary tasks
of any economic system. One of the achievements
of twentieth' century American agriculture is the
production of. enough food to feed almost one-
sixth of the world's population at a relatively
low price.

This achievement has not been without costs.
In previous lessons you have learned that in-
creasing amounts of energy in the cirm-of ferti-
lizer, herbicides and fuel for machinery have
been used. This use of fuel has become an in-
creasingly serious problem as the price rises
and the fuel becomes unavailabla.

-This lesson discusses the use of ever increasing
amounts of fertilizer to get smaller and smaller
increases in total.production. This is an ex-.
ample of the 'economic principle of diminishing
returns.

Table I

CORM- YIELD GAINS FROM SUCCESSIVE FERTILIZER APPLICATIONS

Pounds of NitrdOn Corn Change in Corn Yield per
Fertilizer Applied Yield Pound of Extra Nitrogen
per Acre Lbs/Acre Fertilizer Applied

0 2800 .

40 3880 27
80 4400/ 14

120 4804-.- 9

160 4966 4
200 5000 1

-

Source: U.S.D.A. - Corn' Yield In Iowa, 1964.
,
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Student TABLE
Questions

1. What factor of production is used in
increasing quantities?

p '

. )

2. How much is the change each time in
fertilizer?

3. What resources must you assume are fixed
in quantity if you are to apply the law of

. diminishing returns?

4. What is- happening to the total production
of corn?

5. What do you, think will happen to the corn
yield as the application of fertilizer in-
creases above 200 pounds per acre?

O

6. Under what circumstances would a farmer
continue to use more and more fertilizer
if he gets a smaller and smaller return?

7. 'Aside from profit, what other lactors might
a farmer consider in choosing to ude more
and more fertilizer?

77
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Stfident
Questions

This lesson has dealt/with the applidation of
energy in the form 0 fertilizer. The law of
diminishing teturns works for all the factors
of production. The following chart shows what
happens when only the amount of human energy is
changed. This( chart assumes that all other'
factors hav been held constant.

Table II
/

/ 'LABOR AND DIMINISHING RETURNS

Number of Total
Workers Product Increase

1 100 100
2 220 120
3 270 50
4 300 30
5 320 20
6 330 10

330 ' 0

8 320 -10

TABLE II

1. What happens to the total product? ,

dig

Which additional worker makes the greatest
diffeience in output?

3. Which additional worker reduces the total
product?

4. Why might this hapgen?

81



Activity 6 - Comparing the Flow of Energy
in Two Agricultural Socieiies

Figure 1 Tkacing Energy Flow

Symbol De f in i tore

4

Energy Source

Represents source-of energy from
outside the agriculture system
which will supply, an unlimited.
amount of energy. An example
would be sunlight.

Energy, Storage)

Represents energy stored within
the agricultural system (only in
limited amounts) and when drawn
uponeban be exhausted. An example
would be seeds.

Heat Sink

Represents the heat loss from the
agricultural system eachitime
energy is changed from one to
another (Second law of thermo-

r-_)klyrnanics). Examples would be, the
heat given off when sunlight is
converted into food ener y or ,.

when gasoline is convert d into
energy to drive a tracto .

8.3
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1

Work Gate

`Represents the' interaction of two
or more ener flows (inputs) in
an agricult al system. The net
result is different from the in-
puts. For example, sunlight.inter-
acts with nutrients and water in a
corn 'plant which resuljs in corn
kernels.

Green Plant

Represents the photosynOhesizing
(food-making) of green plants.

Consumer ,

Represents anything with the=ability
to consume, grow, or reproduce from
it. For example one animal, or a
whole lot of animals. People are
consumers.



Worksheet 1: GARDEN ENERGY .FLOW HART

Use the correct symbols to complete the energy flow
system growing peas in your garden. Include energy
requirements inepreparing the soil, planting and
watering the peas, fighting pests, aultiyating, har-
vesting kii4---preparation for consumption.

81



Worksheet2.4
St!. "4

MAJOR ENERGY FLOW PATHWAYS INVOLVED IN
GROWING CORN IN A SHIFTING AGRICULTURE
SYSTEM IN THE LOWLANDS OF EASTMIN
GUATEMALA. NUMBERS REPRESENT KILO-
CALORIES PER ACRE PER YEAR.

deo a consumer

.YELD p
1.8 z 1O KCAL

1



Worksheet 3: MAJOR ENERGY FLOt4 PATHWAYS INVOLVED
44.GROWING CORN ON A MECHANIZED' FARM
IN NEBRASKA. NUMBERS REPRESENT KILO-
CALORIES PER)ACRE PER YEAR. DOTTED'
LINES REPRESENT) EXCHANGE OF MONEY FOR
FOSSIL FUEL. AND DERIVATIVES.

HUMAN SPENDS

1.2 x 104 KCAL

qr
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ComparigTwoi Agricultural Systems

Workillpeets z and 3 both outline agricultural systems'
which 'grow corn., Follow the energy flow in both,
then answer the questions.

What is the ,unlimited energy tsource in both
systems?

2. -Where does ea6h,system draw upon stored energy,
1

3. Where is ,energy (in the form of 'heat) lost in
each, system?

c4.
,;

,How do the following .inter4ct-; in ,a gardening
agricultural system to produce .a.dorn crop?
Use 'Worksheet 1 or '2 to "locate tie interaction.

Sun's energy
Seede * .,,...
`Soil . ;
Work done by the- farmer
Weedd. ,

.

Collecting. and storing corn

5. Which system gives the
greater?

yield? By hoot
gmuch? HoW many times

6: Compare the systems in terms of the human
.

_ ,energy nee per acre per &rear., Which is the s'
gieater? 'By how 'much? How many times. greater?

'

k

.
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41

(°;
7. Complete thig statemefit. The yield of'the

mechanized farm is approximately
tim1.44 greater than that of the gardening
system. While the farmer on the mechanized-

farm' did only' about ti4es as much,
work to pro'uce the crop.

8. In making Your comparisons, why wouldn't
it be quite fair to compare only'the energy
expended directly by each farmer?

9. CalCulate the tput in kilocalories for each
one (1) kilocal rie of input. Do this for
eachAystem, mechanized and gardening. You
will need to know that, in addition to human
energy input in tpe mechanized system-, there
is also 7.14,x 10' kilocalories of fossil
fuels.

(output) yie -= ratio of
(input) la r + fossil fuel output to input

4111
.

10.. The above calculations show that mechanized
farming is less efficient relative to* energy
input/output. Why are many of the areas
that formerly used a gardening system intro-
ducing more mechanized farming?,

-

ti
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Activity "7 - Organic Farms?

A WORKSHEET

This worksheet prov some informatibq art.data
concerning the use o fertilizer on the farm. A
comparison is made between the use of organic and
conventional (inorganic) fertilizers. Aftex_p0.1.--

viewing the background information and the avail-
able data, you should be able to answerthe questions.

Background Farmers who grow large quantities, of corn (and,

Information 'other crops) must apply large amounts of nitrogen
fertilizer to the soil. Without the use of fer-

/ tilizers, crops will not mature completely.
I .

The farmer has two sources.of nitrogen fertilizer:
inorganic and organic. The production of inor-
ganic nitrogen fertilizer requires,the'use of a
large- industrial facility where .nitrogen is com-
bined with hydrogen,under high pressure and tem'

perature: This process requires approximately
5,000 Calories of fossil fuel energy for -
pound of fertilizer produced. The fertilizer is then
shipped to the farm and applied to the soil.

The organic fertilizer sources include animal
°manure and legume crops. Legumes ( alfalfa, soy-
beans, peanuts, vetch, etc.) are plants that,are
capable of foiming nitrogen compounds from the

nitrogen in the air. A,fall planting of a legume
that is plowed under in the spring adds nitrogen
fertilizer to,the soil. Approximately 625 Calo-
ries of fossil fuel energy per acre are needed to
plant and plow under a legume crop.

;Farmers must chooSe the type of nitrogen fertit.

lizer that they will use°. T eir principal concern
is with the cost and qualit of-each.

40
/

'
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Available , You can use the information in this section to com-
Research Data pare the use of orgYnic and inorganic fertilizers.

The information was coilected'from a study conducted
by klashingtonliniVersity in St. Louis, Missouri.
The foiowing data wer4Vdeveloped-by bortiparing the
prOductivity'of 14 commercial sized organic farms,
that used neither.inorganic,fertilizers (other than
phosphate rock) nor chemical pesticides, with 14
conventional farms that used both.

CORN CROP PRODUCTION

Cgpvention'al Organic,

value perAcre
of Corn

1974

$17.2

1975

.$193

1974

$159

,'"1975

$169
Production Costs

per Acre $ 46 $ 54 . $ 28, $ 34
Net Income per Acre $126 $139 4131 $134

ENERGY LisE IN_CORN PRODUCTION

10t- Conventional -Organic,

IT
. 1974 1975 1974 1975

e
Calories per 4,325 3,750 1,800 1,650-

$(income)

S'\ Student After reading introduction and reviewiqg
Questions the available ata,YOucan complete the following':

1. How can you explaWthe smaller value of the k

corn yield on the organic farm?

,.

4,92

I

2. `Since the energy, ,reguirementlfor the production
of inorganic fertilizer,is approximately eight
times that of organic fertilizer, why.are the
production Costs for a conventional fart and an.
ortjanic farm so diastically difftrent? What
,contribu4Ons to the costs of organic and in-
'organic farm fertilizer use?

8

A
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3 Suppose you want to.farm organically.
What might you'have to consider before using
this method?

4. How does- the average income p er acre in the
. years 1974-75 pompare on both farms?

,l 4

5. HOw dO you think an energy shortage would affect
the choice between organic farming and con-
Ventional?

O

491.

6. How much energy in ca ories per acre could
be saved if all corn was produced by organic
farm methods? kqse 975 figures.

"14

7. What additional information wouldbe valuablte
if y u had to decide whether or not to go

rgdftic farmng?

0

88
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Activity 8 - Put the Horse Back
in Horsepower? The Man Back
in Manpower?

TABLE I
Indexes of Selected Farm Inputs

"p.

Horses
Year Ob.rjor and Mules

Va'ue of
Farm Real
Estate].

Use of
Mechanical
Power and
Machinery

Tons of

Fertilizer
And Other
Agricultural
Chegdcals2

1910 100 100 100 '100 100

1920'

-1930

' : 107

102
102
78

98
99i

160
t

200

133
183

1940 '92 59 log 210 .233

1950 68 31 101 415 500

1960 46 14 96 475 833

1970 29 NDA 95,1 505 1830
1975 27 NDA 92 : 530 2262

1 - Includes service buildings and improvements on land.
2 - Includes fertilizer, lime and pesticides.
NDA - No Data Available

Source: "Changes in Farb Productivity and Efficiency", USDA #233
4

Year

f

;

TABLE II f

Indexes of the Prices of Farm Resources
1

1

/

Farm , Farm ,

Wage Rates, ReaINstateI

; -

Farm
- Machinery Fertilizer

1950 100 100 100 100

1955 121 131 113 108
1960 148 171 138 106 '

171 ,214 154 106
255 286 194 103

Source: "Change4 in Farm Productivity and Efficiency", USDA #233

t.
89' F

I
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Student TABLE I
ti--Quesot_ .

1: What conclusions can you draw from Table I
about changing factors of production used
in farming?

2. Which factors of production have declined
in.use? Which have increased? Which have
stayed about the same?

3. AS the use of farm labor, horses and m les A_
has declined, what factors_of producti n .

have taken their place

4. Which of the factors of production-are most
energy-intensive?

5. What factors explain why there have been
changes in the typeof farm inputs?

4.

4
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1. 'Which prices have increased, decreased, or
stayed about the -same?

2. Which prices have increased the

e) I i
V

4 3. How.have th4 increases in the costs of the
factori of production on the farm affected
their use?

b

.A

4. Whaereasons can jodtgive for different
rates of'increase in the cost inputs?

5. I 1973 the cost ofoil and natural gas
n arly quadrupled. What effect tight'this
eve on the relative price of fertilizer?

.4 .

4
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Activity 9 / Crop Drying: How Does It
Use Energy Directly?

A WORKSHEET

)

Introduction. This worksheet provides information and data on
the use of a fossil fuel in drying corn. When
yoll finish reading the background information and
the available data, you should answer each question,
listed below the readings.

Backgr d Modern On- the -Farm Crop Drying
Information-

Corn can be harvested as soon as it matures or
it can be allowed to stand in the field after it
iatures, for several week before it is harvested.
However, if corn is left to dry in the field too
long, d significant portion of,the crop may be
lost to weather damage, bleaching, mold,'fungi,
birds and rodents. It has also been demonstrated
that automatic corn pickers operate more efficiently

/if the corn has not been alloyed to dry in the field.

If ,corn is harvested as, soon op it matures, crop
16s,ses will be- reduced significantly. However,
the moisture content of the corn must be reduced
from 30% to 13% before_it can be safely stored.
Historically, corOkas been harvested and natural-
lydried in venti ed cribs. It is now common
practice to harvest the moist corn and dry it using
heatdvs. The principal. fuel for the grain dryers

'is LP (liquid petroleum) gas.

As,the cost of LP gas-increases and as the supplies
diminish, farmers may have to develop new techniques
for the drying of crops. These new techniques
can ,be utilized if they are economically eeasible.

>,

92
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Available
Data

4

The'following information was collected from a
study conducted by the University, of Maryland
for the United States Department of Agriculture.

1. The average price of LP gas was approximate:-
ly 30 cents per gallon in 1973.

2. One-gallon of LP gas will reduce the moisture
content of 6 bushels of corn from 30.% to
13%.

3. The value of corn at the farm in 1973 was
approximately $3.00 per bushel.

4 4. Corn crop produCtion averaged 80 bushels -

per-acre in- 1973.

Student SupposeIyou are a warmer with most of your Midwest
Questions farm acreage in Corn. You must. choose betwrien using

LP gas to dry your corn, or.allowing it to dry
by itself in the fields.

1. You have planted 25 acres of corn. How many
bushels-of corn can you expect to harvest? s*

.2. It takes 1 gallon oflp gas to dry every 6 bushels
of corn. How many gallons will you use to dry
your total corn crop?

3. How much would the gaS cost you?

4. If you-choose to let the *ill' dry by itself in
thefield,you could lose,as Much as, 5% of your
total crop. What would this. mean in dollars?.

5, How much would the cprice of LP gas have to, in-
crease before it w make more sense e6onomicak
'lip/ for you to use nature's drying mephod?

6. What are some ways crops can be damaged if. they -

are-'left standing in the fields? List them.
, e .

#
ft

'

7. Suppose you must consider using other methods
than LP gas to dry corn. What could you then
do?

.

._

.



Activity 10 0-lerbicides:
An Indirect Use of Energy,

O

4

Energy Input - Energy Output = Net Energy "Profits"

.
iThe following infor tipn was taken:ftom a M1nnesota

study in 1974. You/need not consider'energij used
,directly in preparing for and planting the cro . Afi

gonventional method of preparation was used an was
' the Game in all three methods of weed control.

ENERGY RELATIONSHIPS IN WEED CONTROL

MEMETHOD
OF WEED
CONTROL

'

ENERGY INPUT FOR.
CONTROLLING WEEDS

(kcal /acre)

.

YIELD CORN/ACRE

NET ENERGY
"PROFIT" (DUE
ONLY TO WEED
CONTROL) .

(kcal/acre)Bushels
%

Kilocalories

1.

2.

3.

No weed
control
method.

Cultiva-
tion

.

methdd.
,

Herbi-.
cide
spraying
method.

,----.

0

.

56,005 ..

P

37,920 .

.

54

.

81

90

-

'%

,

.

. .

,

a

.

.

..

0

2,665,595

3,590;880
, .

.....

,

u

r

,b

SA

;

1.

4
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4.4

*0'

Student 1. Suppose a farmer chooses the first method
Questions ,listed on the chart. Why might he decide to

use weed control?

VP

.

1$12

What is the energy difference (in kilocalories)
between the two methods-og:weed control?

4,

Inlhy do you think there are more kilbcalories
used in the cultivation method?

4. The chart doesn't show how:energy is consumed
when manufacturers make herbicides. Energy is
also consumed, in other step6 before it gets
to the farm.- List these energy-consuming steps.

"5. There are 106,800tskilocalories per acre'produced in
the 1974 study., Write the kilocaloriesper
for each weed control method in the blanks on the
chart: Which method produced the most kilocalories
per bushel - -no weed control, cultivation, use of,
herbicides? How can you prove it?

. .,-
6. Net energy in kilocalories) apre as calculated from

the data of thp Minnesota stodyshow th44-=Wet Onergy, .

"profit" due ,only to weet:Oadffir01--.(s 4Agplumn 44'
of the-chart). What ist:the$4#er,7r.fii:A0t, "---Y .° -,

energy between the hp:rbudaMsmptho'00hikpa'01 Pf.-14,
the other methods? N- .,,*n-cipv,/,' '' "-.7 :..,41,''

,':'':,-4.g
47,, . - :...1.

1

6 . -
.., . .

4 ',0;,'.,. .

..,..,. . zi ,..,) .

,..,

i

1?. i
' e ,

*
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Activity 11 = Eating Wild Foods:

,'.
, " Is It. a Reasonable

Ene'rgy Alternative?

?

Questions toy
.IntOrviAw Sheet;

,
C.

r.

1.

K

What wild plants have you eaten or presently
eat? ; ;What does each of the plants look like?
Wheh and where do you collect them?

What are the parts of eahh, plant which you eat?
What are the ways you would prepai.e and/on cook
,eacb.plant?

3. Are there any precautions one should take in
eating any of its'parts/ For example, are any
parts poisonous or cause one to become ill?
Are there only certain times during thd year
when a part is harmful to humans?

t

. 4
4: Which plants are stored (or preserved in'bome.

way) for use at a latertime? How do yot gib
about storingo6r preserving) each plant?

it

Do you know of any wild/pants which. Are good
cc,),T treating an/ailment? :"(o6tional question),

1

4

ce

co

96



Date Interviewer

INTERVIEW SHEET

Person Interviewdd

.NAME DESCRIPTION LOCATION ' TIME OF YEAR PARTS USED 'PRECAUTIONS PREPARATION FOR 6SE

A.

( ,

,

B.

.

.

C .
, °.

#t.
.

D . '
,

.

.

.

...
.

.

.

/
.
.

E.
0

F.

...

.
. ,

\

.

G.

4 ,

.

,-,

.
.

H.
.

,

. . t

.

I.

.

-

..

.

..

J.
.

.

K.
.

.

..

1
.

.
--..'

.-

M.

. L.

. .

.

.
.....

. ,

_



PLANT.

WILD PLANTS FOR PREPARING A "GARDEN6L0(

LOCATION* PARTS USED

Asparagus

Bulrush

Burdock
(Great)

Catbriar/
Greenbriar

Cattail

Chickweed

r

Chicory
6

Curled Dock

Dandelion

Evening-
Primrose

Well drained open field,
woods

Shallow water or waters'
edge

Roadsides, vacant lots

North Dakota east to
Texas, found growing on
brush and trees

Ponds, ditches, swamps

Plains East and West
Coast in fields and
waste places

Plains East and West
Coast in fields and
waste places

Fields,rwaste ground

Fields, yards, waste
areas

NorthDakotasouth to
Texas and East, dry
roadsides and fields

Grapes (wild) Climbing in trees and
brush

Jerusalem
Artichoke

Open areas

Tender shoots

White base of stem

Peeled stalk before
flowers appear

Tender shoots and
leaves

Peeled roots, young
shoots,- white core
of stem, flowering
ends' before yellow
Pollen appears

Young leaves and
stems

,Young leaves

N.l'ery young basal
leaves

Very young leaves,
white base of leaves
attached to root
crown

Young shoots

Tender ends in .=
spring

Sliced tuber

Unless otherwise ,indicated found throughout the Continental
United States.

98
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*PLANT *,LOCATION* PARTS US

Lambis \ Dry open'areas
Quarters

Onion (wild) Open dry areas

Plantain
(common)

Purslane

Pigweed
1 (Amaranth)

I

Raspberry

Open areas and open
soil " ,

Open soil

Open areas, waste areas

Open waste areas

Sheep Sorrel ,Open areas, gardens
o

Wood Sorrel North.Dakota south to
(Yellow) Texas east ;.woods, waste

areas

Strawberry

Sweet Flag
?(Calamus)

. .Water cress

High ground, woods,
waste areas

North Dakota south to
Texas east; river bays
and swamps

Spring fed streams that'
do not freezethroughout
the United States

Winter cress Plowed and open ground

Violets Woods

\

Young leaves

Bulbs

. Young leaves

Young leaves and
stalks

Young tips and
leaves

4

Fruits, peeled
young shoots

Leaves

Leaves, flowers and
stems ,

Young, leaves, fruit

Peeled stalks

Young leaves

Leaves of spring
plant (rosette)

Young leaves and
flowers

SEASONINGS'

Salt

, .

Pepper

Ashes 'of sunflowers, hickory bark
or coltsfoot laves; raw stems of
Samphire.

Dried and crushed smart weed leaves
Powdered Jack-in-the-Pulpit root
Chopped fresh root of Pepperwort
Crushed seeds of black mustard,
charlock,or rape

. /

j
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CONDIMENT

Fresh.sliced roots of Indian,Cticumbe'r and Wild
Ginger

DRESSING

Utiliting a standard formula for diluted vinegar,
malt, cider or wine (never white),.you can ex-
periment with adding different combinations of the
listed herbs and spices. Be creative!

Wild Ginger (roots)
Shepherd's Purse (seeds)
Greenbriar (roots)
Wild Allspice (fruit)
Mustard (seeds)
Sheep Sorrel (leaves)
Catnip (leaves)
Penny Royal (leaves)
Worm Wood
Bayberry (leaves)
Wild onion and garlic (seeds, bulbs, leaves)
Sweet Flag (roots)
Horseradish (roots)

If you would prefer to make your own vinegar then 0
you can experiment with sweet tree saps as a prime
ource of .vinegar. The simplest way to make your
wn vinegar is to start a yeast fermentation in ,

s eet tree saps, but leave them open to the air; - -
. t ey are Almost certain to turn to vinegar._ . .,

All Birches Spring
.Butternut Spring
Hickbry Spring
All Maples Spring
Black Walnut Spring

,

7
O
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FIELD TRIP RECORD

,

. PLANT Description
'

Location
Distance
from School Abundance

ComMon Name Scientific Name Family i .

1.
.

,

.

2. A

.

'

/ 6

0

.

,
.

3.

.

,

. ,

.

,
.

4.
.

5. /

.
.

%

6.

<
\

.

s

.

.

. .

A

. 40

7.

a
.
I

a

1.01.41111.



CALORIC CONTENT_OF WILD AND GARDEN VEGETABLES

A

WILD VEGETABLE

food energy 1

. c4lories/100 g

Green Amaranth* 36

Wild Asparagus* 26

Chicory Greens* 20

Dandelion Greens* 45

Lamb's Quartersk 43

Poke Shoots* 23 ,

Purslane 21 14

Watercress* 19'

Curled Dock 28.

Some commonly eaten domestic green vegetable for comparison.

,GARDEN VEGETABLE

Cabbage
Celery
Endive
Iceberg Lettuce
Leaf Lettuce.
Green Onions
Green Peppers
Spinach
Swiss Chard

ax

gr

24

. 15.

20

13
18
36
22
26
25

c

iescription and drgectionsfoi use Of these wild fotds
given in Stalking'theAlild Asparagus, McKay, 1961.

1 (1, 2

to

S
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